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Abstract

The MiniZinc-SAT Compiler

Hendrik Bierlee

Combinatorial (optimization) problems occur in nature and society. 
Constraint modeling languages such as MiniZinc allow the user to 
declaratively specify such problems in terms of its decision variables 
and constraints. Subsequently, the MiniZinc model can be compiled into 
an equivalent (Boolean) SAT formula to be solved by a SAT solver. This 
thesis reports on the design, implementation and experimental 
evaluation of the new MiniZinc-SAT compiler, which supports single or 
even mixed usage of three distinct integer variable encoding methods.
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1 Introduction

In combinatorial (optimization) problems, the goal is to find an (optimal) object
from a finite but potentially huge set of objects. Such problems occur in nature
and society, and have many applications.

Constraint Programming (CP) is a paradigm for solving combinatorial prob-
lems with a declarative approach. Instead of specifying the solving algorithm
step-by-step (the imperative approach), the programmer models the problem
in terms of its variables and constraints. It is up to a solver to find a variable
assignment that satisfies the constraints, and optimizes the objective function
if one is given. CP has been applied in domains such as scheduling, planning,
vehicle routing, and so on [1].

There are many solver technologies (e.g., backtracking, constraint propaga-
tion, local search, etc.) and many solvers that implement each technique. The
choice of solver or solving technology can have drastic consequences for solv-
ing speed. Instead of translating models from language to language, MiniZinc
was designed to be a solver-independent modeling language by interfacing with
different solvers [2].

One of the most powerful classes of solvers are the Boolean satisfiability
problem ((Max-)SAT) solvers, but MiniZinc does not (natively) support this
type of solver yet. Since SAT problems are to be expressed only in Boolean
logic, an interface is required that first compiles the high-level CP model down
to an equivalent low-level SAT problem. While this process adds complexity
and compilation time, on many instances the SAT solver still might prove faster,
even with this overhead, than other solvers technologies.

Currently, MiniZinc can interface with some (Max-)SAT solvers by first com-
piling to other CP languages which do have a CP-to-SAT compiler (e.g., Picat-
SAT). However, an actual MiniZinc-SAT compiler would give MiniZinc more
control over the translation, access to any SAT solver (after adding the FlatZ-
inc interface), and might be more efficient because it would avoid the overhead
of intermediary translation (since the resulting Picat model might be inferior to
the original MiniZinc model). Furthermore, this project will allow us to assess
the current state of CP-to-SAT compilation, and implement a fresh approach.
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2 Background

2.1 Constraint Programming

In Constraint Programming, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists
of a set of variables X , with each x ∈ X over some domain D(x). A set
of constraints C expresses relationships between the variables. An assignment
A(X ) specifies a value for each variable and is a solution to the CSP if the values
adhere to their variable’s domains and constraints. For convenience, Dl(x) and
Du(x) refer to the lower and upper bound of x, respectively.

A constraint optimization problem (COP) is an extension of a CSP where
an objective function attributes an objective value to an assignment. The solver
will aim to find an assignment that minimizes or maximizes the objective value.

In CP, variables can have general domains (e.g., integer, float, set, etc.), and
the constraints can be existential (x is one of a set of values), arithmetic (x > y+
5, xy < z) or even global. An example of a global constraint is all different
on a set X of integer variables, which constrains all the values in X to be be
pairwise different.

2.2 SAT problems and SAT solvers

The SAT problem, which is a subclass of a CSP, is the first ever problem to
be proven NP-complete [3]. It consists of a set of propositional variables X ,
and a set of constraints C that expresses a Boolean formula. A solution of
the problem is an assignment A(X ) that evaluates the formula to true. If this
assignment exists, the problem is satisfiable, if it does not, unsatisfiable. Since
many real world problems can be encoded as SAT problems, many SAT solvers
such as Lingeling [4] have been implemented to solve them efficiently, using
methods like the DPLL algorithm [5]. For most SAT solvers, the input needs to
be normalized to Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). In CNF, every constraint
c ∈ C is a Boolean clause, which are disjunctions of Boolean literals, each of
which is a variable x or its negation x.

A Max-SAT problem is a subclass of COP, and an extension of SAT, aims
to maximize the number of satisfied clauses. Clauses can be given weights w to
prioritize them, or create hard clauses with infinite weight that must be satisfied.
Such problems can be tackled through repeated calls to SAT solvers, and this
forms the basis for many Max-SAT solvers such as MaxHS [6], or the popular
modular Max-SAT solver Open-WBO [7] on which many other experimental
solvers are based. Complete Max-SAT solvers limit themselves to only optimal
solutions, while incomplete Max-SAT solvers such as Open-WBO-inc [8] try to
find the best assignment in a limited amount of time, even if it is sub-optimal.

2.3 Booleanizing an example Sudoku model

How to actually translate a CP model to SAT, and why it might be beneficial
to do so, can be made clear through the use of an example. Let’s create a basic
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encoding of the well-known Sudoku problem, which has been studied before in
the context of SAT solvers [9]. The goal of this newspaper puzzle is to fill in
the blank squares in a 9 × 9 grid with digits from 1 through 9, such that no
digit appears twice in any column, row or 3× 3 subgrid, which form the regions
of the grid. In other words, in a correct solution every region contains every
number from 1 through 9. Some hints are given at the start, which constitute
the problem instance.

Figure 1: A typical Sudoku instance (taken from https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Sudoku)

2.3.1 Sudoku as a CSP

Modeling this as a CP problem, we recognize that the 81 squares are our decision
variables. Each variable has an integer domain of 1 to 9. The filled-in squares
(such as the 5 in the top left corner) become fixed variables (having a domain
of size 1). A model is written in a CP specification/modeling language, such as
MiniZinc. As discussed in section 1, MiniZinc is solver-independent modeling
language, and a possible MiniZinc model of the Sudoku CSP is as follows:

Listing 1: A MiniZinc model for a 9× 9 Sudoku

% X[i,j] denotes the square at row i, column j
array[1..9,1..9] of var 1..9: X;
constraint forall(i in 1..9)(

all_different(j in 1..9)(X[i,j])
); % Rows
constraint forall(i in 1..9)(

all_different(j in 1..9)(X[j,i])
); % Columns
constraint forall(i,j in 1..3)(

all_different(p, q in 1..3)(X[3*(i-1)+p,3*(j-1)+q])
); % 3x3 subgrids

3
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First, the decision variables are denoted with the keyword var, followed
by a set representing the domain. We can instantiate the required number
of 81 integer variables by constructing a 2D-array X with dimensions 9 × 9 of
variables, each having a domain of [1, 9]. Next, constraints can be posted using
the constraint keyword. In this case, the forall(...)(...) constraint
posts a conjunction of constraints, which allows us to loop over one or more
iterators (within the first parentheses) to create 27 all different constraints
(within the second parentheses) over the rows, columns and sub-grids. The
effect is that all variables within the same region must be pairwise different.
The all different has the same iterator syntax.

At this point, we have declared a general model for any Sudoku instance.
Normally, the dimension of the square grid (9) would be specified as a parameter
n, so that we can solve instances of any size (as long as

√
n ∈ N). Note that we

did not specify anywhere how the model should be solved. This is the domain
of the solver. Before we hand the model over to the solver, we need to fix some
of the elements of X according to the hints of our instance:

X=[|
5, 3, _, _, 7, _, _, _, _|
6, _, _, 1, 9, 5, _, _, _|
_, 9, 8, _, _, _, _, 6, _|
8, _, _, _, 6, _, _, _, 3|
4, _, _, 8, _, 3, _, _, 1|
7, _, _, _, 2, _, _, _, 6|
_, 6, _, _, _, _, 2, 8, _|
_, _, _, 4, 1, 9, _, _, 5|
_, _, _, _, 8, _, _, 7, 9|

|];

At this point, we have a model that MiniZinc can feed to any of its interfacing
solvers. It is able to do so through an intermediate process known as flattening,
which breaks down and transforms the model from solver-agnostic MiniZinc into
an equivalent model in solver-specific FlatZinc, which is a subset of the MiniZinc
language. For instance, flattening will unroll our loops into 27 all different
constraints, or introduce new variables to model complex constraints in simpler
terms.

How much works this is depends on the solver. If a solver supports the
all different constraint natively (such as Gecode), then these constraints
can be left as-is. Otherwise, these constraints have to be replaced by their low-
level definition. More complex is the case of linear solvers (MIP), which require
that all constraints are linear, which means that during flattening the non-linear
constraints must be linearized.

Additionally, if the solver does not accept FlatZinc as input, another inter-
facing layer is needed to interface to the solver – and from solver, when we parse
its solutions. Despite the engineering and performance overhead, this system
does provide the modeler with the freedom to experiment with different solving
techniques.
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2.3.2 Sudoku as a SAT model

The flattening procedure for SAT-solvers will be quite drastic since such solvers
do not understand all different constraints, or even integers, or even all of
Boolean algebra. All we have to work with are Boolean variables, conjunctions
(∧), disjunctions (∨) and negations (either ¬b or b). To represent all integer
variables xi,j at each row i and column j as Boolean variables, we need to
create an encoding. One way to do this is by introducing one Boolean variable
per value in the domain of xi,j . This is known as the direct encoding of the
integer variables. In our case, this means we need 9 fresh Boolean variables
bi,j,1, bi,j,2, . . . , bi,j,9 to represent one blank square. If bi,j,5 is assigned true
(bi,j,5 = 1) in the solution, we interpret the square as having the value of 5 (or
in general, bi,j,k ⇔ xi,j = k). This means that for a worst-case (blank) Sudoku
instance, we get 9× 9× 9 = 729 Boolean variables.

Since integer variables cannot have multiple values simultaneously (or be
without value), we have to add a cardinality constraint to enforce that exactly
one of the 9 encoding variables must be true. This is the same as saying that at
least one and at most one variable must be true. The former is quite easy, by
posting for each row i and column j the single clause of bi,j,1∨ bi,j,2∨ · · ·∨ bi,j,9.
The latter constraint turns out to be a well-studied problem, and many smart
and efficient encodings have been proposed and compared. A simple way of
doing it would be to add a clause for each possible pair of variables which says
that one or the other must be false ((bi,j,1 ∨ bi,j,2) ∧ (bi,j,1 ∨ bi,j,3) ∧ · · · ), which
leads to 32 clauses of size 2 for a single integer with a domain of size 9.

With the direct encoding scheme, it turns out that an all different
constraint is quite natural to enforce. This constraint encoding works well for
feasible instances like ours, although other variants exist that scale better [10].
Let’s look at the constraint for the first column: all different(X[..,1]).
The direct encoding of this single array of integer variables form a new “encod-
ing” grid of Boolean variables. The first row of the grid represents the integer
variable of which we already know the value (5), so it will contain zeroes except
in the 5th position. The same goes for the second variable in the first Sudoku’s
column (6), which is the second row in our encoding grid. Four of the integers
are not fixed, so their rows contain fresh non-fixed Boolean variables b:

123456789
5 −> 000010000
6 −> 000001000

X[ 3 , 1 ] −> bbbbbbbbb −> FFaFFFbcd
8 −> 000000010 =
4 −> 000100000 AtMost1 ( [ a , b , c , d ] )
7 −> 000000100 =

X[ 7 , 1 ] −> bbbbbbbbb 7/12 vars / c l a u s e s
X[ 8 , 1 ] −> bbbbbbbbb
X[ 9 , 1 ] −> bbbbbbbbb

AtMost1 ( [ 0 , 0 ] )
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Now, posting an all different constraint is essentially the same as saying
that there can be at most one variable that takes the value of 1, one variable
for the value of 2, and so on. Since the first column of the encoding grid tells us
exactly which of the integer variables in the first Sudoku column have a value
of one (e.g., a ⇔ X3,1 = 1), we can use our at-most-one cardinality constraint
again to constrain the first column in the encoding grid to have at most one
true literal:

at most1([0, 0, b3,1,1, 0, 0, 0, b7,1,1, b8,1,1, b9,1,1])

= at most1([b3,1,1, b7,1,1, b8,1,1, b9,1,1])

= (b3,1,1 ∨ b7,1,1) ∧ (b3,1,1 ∨ b8,1,1) ∧ (b3,1,1 ∨ b9,1,1)

∧(b7,1,1 ∨ b8,1,1) ∧ (b7,1,1 ∨ b9,1,1) ∧ (b8,1,1 ∨ b9,1,1)

This particular column has 4 non-fixed variables, for which the pairwise en-
coding produces 6 clauses. If we do this for each column of the encoding grid,
then the integers in the first column of the Sudoku will effectively be constrained
to be all different. All in all, we use one at-least-one and one at-most-one con-
straint per non-fixed integer, and (at worst) 9 at-most-one constraints per re-
gion. For our instance, which contains 51 non-fixed integer variables, flattening
(with all standard flattening optimizations disabled) will produce a SAT model
of 459 Boolean variables and 3292 clauses, which a state-of-the-art SAT solver
like Lingeling solves in 4 milliseconds. With built-in MiniZinc optimizations, in
which for instance the domains of the integers are reduced before we perform
our encoding method, the model contains only 153 Boolean variables and 701
clauses, which takes Lingeling 2 milliseconds. In comparison, the CP solver
Gecode takes 65 milliseconds to solve the model.

Of course, in addition to being too small a model to draw any meaningful
conclusions from, it is also an unfair comparison because the compilation time
(to generate the SAT model) is not taken into account, which is the other side
of the coin for this optimization strategy: we want to create an efficient model,
efficiently. However, this does show the general method and potential of a CP-
SAT compiler.

2.4 Other relevant problem classes

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problems are a subclass of CP problems,
where the constraints are all linear:

n∑
i=1

aixi # c (1)

Which constrains n terms (coefficients a1, a2, . . . , an and variables x1, x2, . . . , xn)
and right-hand side constant c, with # being any comparison comparator (=
,≤, 6=, . . .). There already exists a linearization library for MiniZinc for a MIP
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solver interface [11]1. In Integer Programming (IP) problems, the variables
are integers, in Pseudo-Boolean (PB) Programming problems, the variables are
binary integers, having a domain of {0, 1}.

We can calculate the lower bound of the left-hand side of linear constraints
(and linear expressions in general) with:

Dl

(
n∑

i=0

aixi

)
=

n∑
i=0

{
aiDl(xi) if ai > 0

aiDu(xi) otherwise
(2)

The upper bound is symmetrically calculated. For PB constraints, Dl and
Dr of the left-hand side are the sum of the left-hand side negative or positive
coefficients, respectively.

2.5 Thesis structure

The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows: In section 3, we will discuss
related projects such as other general CP-SAT compilers. In section 4, we will
explain in detail what methods are used for mzn-sat, the new MiniZinc-SAT
compiler. In section 5, we will show and discuss the experimental results with
which the system was evaluated. In 6, we conclude our finding and in 7 we
advice on future work directions for the project. Noteworthy but unrealized
ideas are listed in appendix 7 or in footnotes.

1The linearization library was used as a template for the sat library, but very little code
from this project is left over in the final implementation.
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3 Related Work

This section covers existing universal CP-SAT compilers and their integer en-
coding scheme, which is their most distinguishing feature. Other related work
for this project is on encodings for specific constraints, which will be introduced
in section 4.

FznTini [12] (binary encoding, two’s complement) Laying the claim
to be the first universal CP-SAT compiler, FznTini takes MiniZinc as base
CSP language. Apart from competitive results on some models compared to
CP solvers G12/FD [13] and Gecode, it also shows that Boolean CSP mod-
els still retain their performance under compilation. A better encoding for the
Cumulative global constraint was later added in FznTini+. While unmain-
tained and only compatible with older versions of FlatZinc, the available
binary still solves many small problems.

Sugar [14] ((named) order encoding) While it lacks support for non-
linear constraints, it ranked middling overall in CSP 2008 and 2009 competi-
tions, and placed in top positions for some global constraint categories. The
choice for order encoding has been supported in their own work comparing it to
other encodings [15], and also has theoretical basis established in independent
work [16]. Since then development has continued, notably improving the PB to
SAT encoding [17].

Azucar [18] (compact order encoding) Compact order encoding is a gen-
eralization of named order encoding and binary encoding, which uses a numeral
system with an arbitrary base. The result is much compacter than named or-
der encoding, where each value of each variable has its own encoding variable,
but it retains the propagation strength of order encoding. It is much faster
than Sugar in proving instances to be unsatisfiable, and supports non-linear
constraints.

Picat-SAT [19] (binary encoding, sign-and-magnitude) Picat [20] is a
CP modeling language which now provides a sat module. Despite the negative
research results on binary encoding, and it not maintaining arc-consistency, the
results see Picat-SAT significantly outperforming Sugar/Azucar on some
models. The authors conclude that binary encoding is still a viable option due
to its compactness and roots in computer hardware design. Picat is compatible
with FlatZinc, which allows us to compare our own results with Picat-SAT.

Lazy Clause Generation (LCG) [21] Lazy clause generation is a technique
where traditional CP is supported by a SAT solver. For example, a full encoding
of constraints involving a variable x with a large domain yield a large amount of
clauses, so instead first finite domain propagation will explore search branches
that limit the domain (say x ≤ 5). Only then, clauses of the form x ≤ 5⇒ · · ·
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are generated and the SAT solver is run. If the search branch is abandoned
(backtracking) because it does not lead to a satisfiable assignment, then x 6≤ 5
can be added so that the added clauses no longer propagate in the SAT solver.
However, this does not mean any clauses have to be retracted, since they are
still globally true and might aid the next SAT solver process in other ways. So,
the solver does not need to be restarted and retains all it has learned about the
problem so far. Chuffed is a LCG solver which builds a full order encoding
and then generates an additional direct encoding on-demand. It interfaces with
MiniZinc, so it will be a good candidate to compare against, as both use SAT
solver techniques in different ways.

Sp-Or encoding [22] This experimental encoding for a limited CSP subset
employs both direct and order encoding, redundantly. Since the first is suited
to equalities and the second to inequalities, the Sp-Or encoding improves on
models that have both types of constraints.

Satune [23] In this work, it is observed that the best choice of encoding for a
given problem can be inferred by running a search progress (in their case, using
simulated annealing) on smaller problems in the same domain. A specialized
encoder is synthesized and fine-tuned to great effect. Currently, Satune is
still limited to a domain specific language in which the problem needs to be
expressed.
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4 Booleanization

The goal of the Booleanization process is to convert FlatZinc constraints and
variables into an equivalent SAT-model in CNF. We discuss the Booleanization
process in three parts: First, we introduce fundamental integer encoding tech-
niques in section 4.1. Then, we describe the sat redefinition library where these
techniques are applied to create a flattened model in section 4.2. Finally, we
discuss the interfacing layer between MiniZinc and SAT solver in section 4.3.

4.1 Integer encoding techniques

4.1.1 Integer encoding fundamentals

Since a SAT problem is restricted to Boolean variables, the model’s integer
variables are mapped onto their own set of Boolean variables. Given an integer
x with (possibly non-contiguous) domain D(x) = {d1, d2, . . . , dm}, which is
ordered (di < di+1), we implemented three encoding methods. In Table 1, we
show an example assignment of each encoding on an integer variable with a small
domain. To formally treat and define them we introduce encoding functions
which, after x has been encoded, are used to access the encoding variables.

Direct encoding [21, 24, 25] The direct encoding function f for x direct
encoded with m Boolean variables B = {bd1 , bd2 , . . . , bdm} is:

f(x = v) =

{
bv if v ∈ D(x)

0 otherwise
(3)

The encoding variables are interpreted such that f(x = v) ⇔ x = v. The
intuitive advantage of modeling with this encoding is that any variable will
inform us of the equality of x to some value. This makes it easy for solvers to
eliminate single values from domains, increasing propagation strength [26]. It
is also known as value, onehot-, or sparse encoding. The exactly 1 constraint
(see section C) is posted on B so that the solver will be forced to assign x a
single value.

In MiniZinc, an array has an index set, which is a closed interval [l, u] with
arbitrary bounds (i.e., the array is not necessarily 0- or 1-indexed like in other
programming languages). By setting l = Dl(x) and u = Du(x), we can access
f(x = v) directly by using v as the index. The array contains extra information
(on the bounds of the integer its encoding) that is not available when looking at
any literal by itself. The SAT solver does not need this information to solve the
problem correctly. Unlike domains, index sets have to be contiguous, so any gaps
G in the domain (G = {i : ∀(Dl(x) < i < Du(x)), i 6∈ D(x)}) are represented
by fixed false literals in the array. Out-of-bound accesses of the array are
allowed and return false as well, which is consistent with the definition.

When the direct encoding is created, we can avoid checking v ∈ D(x) for
every value in Dl(x) ≤ v ≤ Du(x) by converting the set D(x) to an array of
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ranges (intervals), e.g., {1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10} becomes ([1, 3] , [8, 10]). This allows us to
instantiate an array of 3 variables, followed by 4 false literals, followed by 3 more
variables safely and without checks or redundant variables. MiniZinc stores sets
internally in that format anyway and has a built-in function (set to ranges)
to make these available. Going through the intervals sequentially saves us the
|D(x)| domain checks 2.

Order encoding[14, 17, 25] The order encoding function f for x order en-
coded with m− 1 Boolean variables bd2 , bd3 , . . . , bdm is:

f(x ≥ v) =


bv if v ∈ D(x)

1 if v ≤ Dl(x)

0 if v > Du(x)

f(x ≥ v + 1) otherwise

(4)

The encoding variables are interpreted such that x = d1 +
∑m

i=2 f(x ≥ v).
This encoding will tell us the inequality of x to some value with f(x ≥ v) ⇔
x ≥ v or ¬f(x ≥ v) ⇔ x < v. To determine the equality of x to v, we need
both f(x ≥ v) ∧ ¬f(x ≥ v + 1). Furthermore, while this is not beneficial in all
scenarios [25], we do constrain the encoding to always be ordered (f(x ≥ v)⇒
f(x ≥ v − 1)). The first element of the MiniZinc array holding the variables is
always a fixed padding element (1) to line up the index set with the index set
of the direct encoding. Order encoding is also known as unary, ladder, regular
or thermometer encoding.

Binary encoding [19, 12, 25] For the binary encoding function f for x
binary encoded with n Boolean variables b0, b1, . . . , bn−1 is:

fn(x, i) = undefined if i < 0

fn(x, i) = bi if 0 <= i <= n− 2

fn(x, i) = bn−1 otherwise

(5)

In traditional unsigned binary encodings, every bit has a significance or value
of 2i based on its position i, which means the total value of x is interpreted from
the assignment of the encoding as the sum of the values of the true bits:

x =

n−1∑
i=0

2if(x, i) (6)

This means the encoding range will be in the interval [0, 2n − 1], where
we will call the lower and upper limits the floor and ceiling of the encoding,
respectively. The obvious problem is that since the floor is always 0 (where each

2This could be implemented for order encoding as well, but I couldn’t quite get this to
work due to time constraints.
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bit is 0), we cannot represent negative domains, which means no signed integers.
So, instead, we will use the well-known two’s complement scheme [27]:

x =

(
n−2∑
i=0

f(x, i)2i

)
− f(x, n− 1)2n−1 (7)

This scheme works the exact same as the unsigned binary encoding scheme,
except that the last bit (with position i = n − 1, also known as the sign bit)
is subtracted instead of added. This means that n bits have an encoding range
of
[
−2n−1, 20 + 21 + · · ·+ 2n − 2 = 2n−1 − 1

]
. While there are other binary

representations such as sign-and-magnitude (as used in picat-sat) or one’s
complement, the two’s complement retains more mathematical properties as we
will see3.

The minimal number of required n bits for x thus generally depends on
which bound of x has the greater absolute value, since that will decide whether
the floor or the ceiling is the bottleneck:

n =

{
dlog (|Du(x) + 1|) + 1e if |Dl(x)| < |Du(x)| ∨ (Dl(x) = Du(x) ∧Du(x) ≥ 0)

dlog (|Dl(x)|) + 1e otherwise

(8)
Whenever we write the binary encoding function without n, we imply that

n is this minimum number.
There will likely be redundancy in the encoding, i.e. assignments that repre-

sent a value not in D(x). Unless both bounds line up exactly with the encoding
range, we still have to create inequality constraints x ≤ Du(x) and x ≥ Dl(x).
In addition, for non-contiguous domains, the gaps should be eliminated with∧

g∈G x 6= g. See section 4.2.3 for how these constraints are finally handled.
This compact encoding saves on variables and clauses, which becomes espe-

cially important as domains grow in size. The binary encoding has a disadvan-
tage when it comes encoding small domains with large numbers is somewhat
inefficient, since the encoding is centered around the value of 0. For example,
D(x) = [1000, 1002] requires 11 variables compared to 3 for the direct encod-
ing. Once the domains grow, the binary encoding will quickly catch up again
in terms of efficiency.

However, since flipping a single Boolean removes half of the values from
the domain, it is generally harder for solvers to propagate on this encoding.
Also, most constraints will be harder to express for this encoding (e.g., the
constraint x 6= 2 requires for the direct encoding a single unit clause ¬f(x = 2),
while for a binary encoding of size n = 4 it requires a clause of size n that
eliminates the specific permutation of variables that represents 2 with ¬f(x, 0)∨
f(x, 1)∨¬f(x, 2)). Fortunately, the two’s complement scheme provides us some
interesting properties to make this manageable:

3Before two’s complement was adopted, a different signed binary encoding was in place
that I have not encountered elsewhere. It is impractical to use for most constraints, but does
have the least amount of redundancy (see appendix A).
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• Addition and subtraction of binary encodings work as expected (e.g., −4+
2 = 0001 + 0100 = 0101 = −2). Note that the binary bits from left to
right are to be read from least to most significant.

• Flipping the sign of x can be done by simply flipping every bit and adding
one, which is also known as taking the two’s complement of the encoding.

• The two’s complement binary encoding function f can be converted to
what we will call the orderable binary encoding function f ′ by flipping the
sign bit: {

f ′(x, i) = ¬f(x, i) if i = n− 1

f ′(x, i) = f(x, i) otherwise
(9)

In some cases, we convert the two’s complement encoding to the orderable
binary encoding so that the sign bit (which is normally deducted from
the total) has the same semantics as the other bits (a value of 2i). The
orderable binary encoding is also in reverse lexicographical order, which
means that x ≥ y holds if and only if:

(f ′(x, n− 1), f ′(x, n− 2), . . . , f ′(x, 1), f ′(x, 0)) ≥lex

(f ′(y, n− 1), f ′(y, n− 2), . . . , f ′(y, 1), f ′(y, 0))
(10)

E.g., 2 ≥ −4 ⇔ reverse(0100) ≥lex reverse(0001) ⇔ 1010 ≥lex 0000.
This is useful for creating inequality constraints.

• A binary encoding of size n can be extended in size without changing its
value by repeating the sign bit:

(f(x, 0), f(x, 1), . . . , f(x, n− 2), f(x, n− 1)) =

(f(x, 0), f(x, 1), . . . , f(x, n− 2), f(x, n− 1), f(x, n− 1))
(11)

From now on, we can use the encoding functions f(x = v), f(x ≥ v) and
f(x, i) to unambiguously refer to the associated Boolean variable of the direct,
order or binary encoding of x, as well as to their negations with f(x 6= v) =
¬f(x = v) and f(x < v) = ¬f(x ≥ v).

4.1.2 Sharing variables with Common Subexpression Elimination
(CSE)

One crucial feature for encodings is to avoid creating the same encoding multiple
times for the same integer variable. Not only is this redundant, but also incorrect
if the constraints are split over the variables and there is no channeling between
them. Instead, if there are two or more constraints on the same (values of) an
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Table 1: All assignments of an integer variable x with domain D(x) =
{−2,−1, 2, 3} with the (only valid) corresponding assignments of the MiniZ-
inc implementation of the direct, order and binary encoding represented as
a bit string. The index sets of the arrays are [2, 7], [2, 7] and [1, 3], respec-
tively. When the encoding was constructed, some of the elements are fixed
(f(x = 5) = f(x = 6) = 0 and f(x ≥ 2) = 1) and some share the same variable
(f(x ≥ 5) = f(x ≥ 6) = f(x ≥ 7)). Even though at first glance it seems that
a domain D(x) of size 4 could be represented with 2 bits, the upper bound
Du(x) of 3 pushes the minimal amount of required variables for Bbinary in two’s
complement encoding to 3 (see equation 8).

A(x) A(Bdirect) A(Border) A(Bbinary)
-2 100000 100000 011
-1 010000 110000 101
2 000010 111110 010
3 000001 111111 110

integer variable, they should act on the same variables and not instantiate new
ones.

The encodings are created using an encoding construction function (e.g.,
with order encode(var int: x)) from within the constraint (it is often
the first step). If multiple constraints are posted on x, then order encode
could be called multiple times on the same input variable. Fortunately, Common
Subexpression Elimination (CSE) [28] replaces repeat calls to the same function
with a reference to the result from the first call. This techniques is popular in
programming languages where functions do not have side-effects.

4.1.3 Dynamic encodings

One novel part of the project is the ability for the user or the library to choose the
encoding, or mix different encodings, for the CP problem, which are techniques
which have been shown to be valid in isolation [25, 22]. Here, we generalize
this idea to a framework suitable for the full CP domain, and the three most
popular encodings as defined in section 4.1.1.

To illustrate: in the Sudoku model in section 2.3, the direct encoding of an
array of integer variables X lends itself well to the all different constraint.
However, other constraints (such as array int max, see section 4.2.3) are bet-
ter off using the order encoding. If X is subject to both constraints, our choices
are to either have two different encodings of X, or to add different versions of
constraints for all encodings. What is best depends on whether the overhead of
a re-encoding of X performs better or worse than an order encoded version of
all different. This is why our system accommodates both approaches.

The re-use approach We will call a constraint that supports multiple en-
codings a dynamic constraint. One major class of constraints that can be made
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fully dynamic (support all three of or encodings) is the linear constraint. For
any linear expression c+

∑n
i=0 aixi (where xi are bounded integer variables and

ai and c are fixed coefficients), we can expand the i’th integer variable into mul-
tiple pseudo-Boolean terms (one per encoding variable) using any of our desired
encoding as follows:

aixi =


∑

j∈D(xi)
aijf(xi = j) if direct

aid1 +
∑

j∈D(xi)\{Dl(x)} aif(xi ≥ j) if order(∑n−2
j=0 ai2

jf(x, j)
)
− ai2n−1f(x, n− 1) if binary (where n is the binary encoding size)

(12)
This approach is in part based on the MiniZinc QUBO integration library [29].

This is integrated for the linear objective (see section 4.2.6) and for linear con-
straints (see section 4.2.3), producing PB constraints that can be booleanized
using BDDs (see appendix F for our own legacy implementation) or by any other
techniques available in PBLib (an external library for encoding PB constraints
to SAT; see section 4.3.1).

Since the encoding can be applied independently per term, a mix of encod-
ings is also possible. This is ideal, since one variable might be encoded differently
from another, while others might not have any encoding yet. In the last case,
the best choice depends on if SAT solvers prefers BDDs generated from PBs
from one encoding over the other. Direct encoding produces many terms and
big coefficients (at most dmai), while for order encoding the coefficients will be
constant and small (ai). For binary encoding, the number of terms will be much
smaller, which is a very attractive feature for the flattening time. Its coefficients
are of medium size (at most 2dlog dm−d1+1eai = 1

2 (dm − d1)ai)
4.

The re-encoding approach An advantage of the re-encoding system is that
it can be applied generally, while the re-use of an encoding requires a new version
of the constraint for that encoding. Furthermore, in some cases a re-encoding
might be the best we can do for some constraints.

If an all different constraint creates the direct encoding of x, and a
max constraint creates subsequently the order encoding of x, then a channeling
constraint from the new to the old encoding is required to make sure that
information propagates from one to the other. If we omit channeling, then the
assignment of the direct encoding will reflect the all different constraint,
and the assignment of the order constraint the max constraint, but neither is
guaranteed to be fully correct. A channeling constraint will ensure either or
both assignments to reflect both constraints.

So, for three encodings, we need three bi-directional5 channeling constraints
(one per pair of encodings). One simple way to express to create these is to post

4A cut-off limit (e.g., 128) that is compared to the domain size to decide between direct
and binary or order and binary would be easy to add at this point.

5We have also developed some theory around one-way channeling constraints, but its im-
plementation is not used in the final evaluation. The details can be found in appendix B.
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a PB constraint which expresses the equality between the encodings, using the
equation 12 to rewrite the value of each encoding into a linear expression:∑

j∈D(x)

jf(x = j) = d1 +
∑

j∈D(x)\{Dl(x)}

f(x ≥ j) (13)

Similar linear constraints can be constructed for the other two channeling
between order and binary and between direct and binary. However, these chan-
neling constraints are unnecessarily costly, so we will introduce better methods
will be introduced in the next section.

4.1.4 Channeling constraints

We created six channeling constraints method, two per pair of encodings. All
use no auxiliary variables and far fewer clauses than the above PB approach,
because they use the underlying patterns of the encoding which is lost when the
variable is pseudo-Booleanized. For example, the fact that f(x, 0) eliminates all
the even values of x so that f(x 6= 1), (x 6= 3), etc. is left for the pseudo-Boolean
encoder and/or the SAT solver to figure out, while the our new channeling
constraint make use of this fact directly which leads to much smaller encodings.
In section 5.1.1, we will do small experiments to evaluate which channeling
constraint methods to use.

Depending on the implementation (and certainly for MiniZinc), the domain
of x might be pruned between the creation of two encodings. This is allowed
as long as we consistently use the full set of encoding variables. From here
onwards, we will use D, O and B to refer to the index sets of the direct, order
and binary encoding arrays, respectively.

direct ⇔ order, direct method [22] Trivial:∧
i∈D∪O

f(x = i)↔ f(x ≥ i) ∧ f(x < i+ 1) (14)

direct ⇔ order, order method This method might be equivalent to the
former, even though it only uses negated direct encoding variables. Any order
encoding variable f(x ≥ i) eliminates all values strictly less than i, that is, it
implies f(x 6= i− 1), f(x 6= i− 2), etc.. This is symmetrical for f(x < i), which
eliminates values greater than (and including) i:∧

i∈D∪O
((f(x ≥ i)→ f(x 6= i− 1)) ∧ (f(x < i)→ f(x 6= i))) (15)

Notice that for f(x ≥ i) (and symmetrically for f(x < i)), we only need
constrain f(x 6= i − 1), but not f(x 6= i − 2) (or f(x 6= i − 3, etc.), since
the ordering constraint on the order encoding will take care of that through
f(x ≥ i)→ f(x ≥ i− 1)→ f(x 6= i− 2).
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direct ⇔ binary, binary method [25, 30] For the following channeling
constraints involving binary, having an example of a small two’s complement
encoding of n = 3 bits is helpful:

j j’
i 012 012

==========
-4 001 000
-3 101 100
-2 011 010
-1 111 110
0 000 001
1 100 101
2 010 011
3 110 111

This table should be read as having seven columns: the left-most column
denotes the assignment of x = i, and the next three columns show the corre-
sponding assignment for each j-th bit. So, for example, for f(i, j) with i = −2
and j = 1, we can see that the bit in the binary representation in row 3, column
3, has value 1 (true). The last three columns are the orderable binary encoding
of the value of i, which is the same as the two’s complement but with the sign
bit (j′ = 2) flipped (see formula 9).

Going back to the channeling constraint from direct to binary, we create
implications from f(x = i) which directly set the binary encoding variables
according to the (two’s complement) representation of i. Here we use the binary
encoding function in a fixed context (fn(i, j)), which, as shown in the table,
returns the value of the j’th bit of the two’s complement binary representation
of i in n bits. We set n to match the number of bits of the binary encoding of
x.

∧
i∈D

∧
j∈B

{
f(x = i)→ f(x, i) if f|B|(i, j)

f(x = i)→ ¬f(x, i) otherwise
(16)

For example, if f(x = 2) and the binary encoding has |B| = 3 bits, then
the two’s complement of 2 is 010, so we post the implication f(x = 2) →
¬f(x, 0) ∧ f(x, 1) ∧ ¬f(x, 2).

6.

direct ⇔ binary, elimination method As stated, we can generalize the
fact that f(x, 0) eliminates all the even values of x so that f(x 6= 1), (x 6= 3),
etc.. The generalization is that if f(x, j) is true, then i cannot be any value
where f(i, j) equals 0. For the first bit, j = 0 (the even case), this eliminates

6As noted in [25] and implemented in [30], the at-most-one constraint on the direct
encoding may be omitted with this channeling constraint in place, as it will already be implied
by the binary encoding. This was a late find, so in our project it is not implemented.
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every other row, for j = 1 this eliminates every other segment of two rows
(f(x 6= −4), f(x 6= −3), f(x 6= 0), f(x 6= 1), ..), and for j = m this eliminate
every other segment of 2m rows. Symmetrically, any false f(x, j) eliminates any
row i where the j’th binary column has a 1, so where f(i, j) = 1.

∧
i∈D

∧
j∈B

{
¬f(x, j)→ f(x 6= i) if f|B|(i, j)

f(x, j)→ ¬f(x, i) otherwise
(17)

order ⇔ binary, subset method For integer variable x, any true bit in its
binary encoding with significance j individually contributes a value of 2j to the
value of x. This means that if f(i, j) is true, then x has to be greater than the
minimum value (the encoding’s floor) plus 2j , so for n = |B| bits that would
be: f(x ≥ −2n−1 + 2j). Since the sign bit break this pattern by deducting its
value, we can flip it and effectively use the orderable binary encoding function
f ′ so that the last bit will behave like any other regular bit.

Looking at the table, we can see that a true first bit f ′(x, 0) = 1 tell us
that the first row (for i = −4) is no longer possible, which means f ′(x ≥ −3).
Likewise, a true second bit f ′(x, 1) will eliminate two rows (i = −4 and i = −3),
so that f ′(x ≥ −2). However, while the row for i = −2 is also eliminated by
f ′(x, 0) = 1, this first bit by itself is not enough to say f ′(x ≥ −1), since x might
equal -3. But, if both of the first two bits are true, only then is f ′(x ≥ −1) indeed
true. The developing pattern will cover the whole domain of x:

f ′3(x, 0)→ f(x ≥ −3)

f ′3(x, 1))→ f(x ≥ −2)

f ′3(x, 0)) ∧ f ′(x, 1)→ f(x ≥ −1)

f ′3(x, 2))→ f(x ≥ 0)

. . .

(18)

Symmetrically, if f ′(i, j) is false, then even if all other bits are true and the
sign bit false, the maximum value of x is pushed away from the ceiling by 2j .
E.g., if the second bit is false, then the last two rows are eliminated.

¬f ′3(x, 0)→ f(x < 3)

¬f ′3(x, 1))→ f(x < 2)

¬f ′3(x, 0)) ∧ ¬f ′(x, 1)→ f(x < 1)

¬f ′3(x, 2))→ f(x < 0)

. . .

(19)

Generally:
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∧
i∈O

 ∧
{j∈B,f ′(i,j)=1}

f ′(x, j)→ f(x ≥ i)

 ∧ ∧
{j∈B,f ′(i,j)=0}

¬f ′(x, j)→ f(x < i+ 1)


(20)

order ⇔ binary, segment method As we have seen in the previous chan-
neling constraint, every binary column (at position j) consists of alternating
segments of repeating 0’s and 1’s. For example, the column of j = 1 has four
segments of size 2: 00110011. The values of x can be in a specific segment
(say, a x of −2 or −1 falls in the second segment), before a segment (x is -4 or
-3) or after a segment (x is at least 0). There are no other possibilities.

Generally, with n = |B| bits, the segments in column j will have a size
of 2j . Thus, there are 2n

2j = 2n−j segments, which we will index with k =
0, 1, . . . , 2n−j − 1. Given that the floor value (the smallest value the encoding
can encode) for n bits is 2n−1), the k’th segment in column j starts at row with
i = sk,j = −2n−1 + k2j . Segments with an even k have 0’s and segments with
an odd k have 1’s, which we’ll call 0- and 1-segments, respectively.

These segments are helpful, because when a certain bit f(x, j) is true, x
must be in one of the 1-segments, if f(x, j) is false, it must be in one of the
0-segments. If we look at the row where i = −2, the corresponding binary table
variable in column 2 is in the 2nd segment (s2,2) contains 1’s. This tells us that
if f(x ≥ −2) is true, then two possibilities exist. Either f(x, 2) is true (and
x could be -2 or -1, or in any other 1-segment further down the table). Or, if
f(x, 2) is false, then x cannot be in the current 1-segment and so must be in
the previous 0-segment (f(x < −2)) or in any later 0-segment (f(x >= 0)).

So, every row i, column j, corresponds to segment k. The value of x must
be either before the current segment (f(x < sj,k)), after the current segment
(f(x ≥ sj,k)), or the bit f(x, b) must match the value of segment k, either
0 or 1, so ¬f(x, b) or f(x, b), respectively. This last fact can be written as
f ′(x, b) ≡ 1− k mod 2. This leads us to the following constraint:

∧
0≤j≤n−1

∧
0≤k≤2n−j−1

f ′(x, b) ≡ 1−k mod 2∨f(x < sj,k)∨f(x ≥ sj,k+1) (21)

4.2 The sat redefinition library

The MiniZinc standard library (std) defines default flattening behavior. After
standard compiler optimizations are done, only the predicates listed as FlatZinc
built-ins are left for the solver. Global constraints are also decomposed according
to their definition by std. We will need to redefine most built-ins and globals so
that they are not left as-is but are expressed as CNF using the clause constraint
bool clause, so we can feed this to the (Max-)SAT solver.
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If a solver has native implementations for global constraints, or if one wishes
to implement custom decompositions for globals in MiniZinc, the option ex-
ists to provide a custom redefinition library that overwrites any std predicates
(or prevent redefinition to leave the constraint for the solver). In our case, we
add the sat redefinition library to redefine almost all FlatZinc built-ins and
globals in order to end up with FlatZinc that is very close to CNF, which we
call CNFlatZinc. It consists of Boolean variables, arrays of Boolean variables,
bool clause constraints, bool not constraints, cardinality and linear con-
straints for PBLib and (in case of optimization) an objective value given as a
linear expression. If some integer variables are unconstrained, they are left as-is
and resolved in the interface as well. We resolve everything to CNF after the
sat library, in the SAT solver instance (see 4.3).

A predicate definition does not have to be purely MiniZinc. New functions
can be registered as C++ built-ins instead. This is useful, for example when
performance is important, when integrating with existing C++ projects, when
something is easier to express using the imperative paradigm, when C++ tooling
is required, and so on.

Every predicate C implicitly come with a * reif version and a Boolean
variable r version in which r ⇔ C. This is needed frequently when compound
constraints are flattened, which replaces sub-constraints by their reification r. If
no * reif version is defined, the compiler generates a default decomposition,
but in some cases it is beneficial to make a special redefinition if we have a
better decomposition than the default. For some constraints, we can handle the
non-reified and the reified constraint at the same time by fixing r = 1 for the
non-reified constraint. If in this section a reified version of a built-in is missing,
it means we leave it to be auto-generated.

To get an idea for how FlatZinc built-ins are redefined in the sat library,
let’s look at an example. The MiniZinc compiler will generate a FlatZinc built-
in predicate bool and for p∧q ⇔ r can be normalized to p∨r∧q∨r∧r∨p∨q.
The bool clause predicate has two arguments, one array of Boolean variables
for the positive literals and one for the negated literals, so the our redefined
decomposition of bool and into CNFlatZinc is:

predicate bool_and(var bool: p, var bool: q, var bool:
r) =
bool_clause([p],[r]) /\ bool_clause([q],[r]) /\
bool_clause([r],[p,q]);

For this built-in, all arguments are variable (as indicated by the keyword
var). The MiniZinc compiler can overload functions on its arguments number,
order and/or type, so another version of bool and can be provided with r as
parameter with [..], var bool: q, bool: r).

4.2.1 Dynamic encodings in MiniZinc

Before we go through the redefinitions, we show here how the dynamic encoding
theory from section 4.1.3 is implemented in MiniZinc. The goal is to make every
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constraint fully dynamic, so that we can always re-use an existing encoding and
are never forced to re-encode. If this is realized, then mzn-sat can be configured
to exclusively use a single encoding (e.g., order encoding mode), in addition to
a mixed mode in which it might mix multiple and do re-encodings.

At the core, the library employs encoding creation functions such as direct encode(var
int: x) which all execute the following four steps:

1. Instantiate the Boolean encoding variables for x.

2. Post any necessary constraints on the Boolean encoding variables (such as
the exactly one constraint in the case of direct encode).

3. Either:

(a) If x has no pre-existing encodings, it will apply a reverse mapper to x,
which tells the compiler how the assignment of the Boolean encoding
variables can be mapped back to the value of x. At this point, x is
no longer needed, so it is moved to the output model so that in the
output phase, the solver’s solution can be assigned to x.

(b) If there is a pre-existing encoding, then a reverse mapper for that en-
coding should already be in place. Instead, we create either a one-way
channeling constraint (from the new to the pre-existing encoding), a
two-way channeling (using two one-way channeling constraints) or a
PB-based two-way channeling constraint, depending on a user option.

4. Finally, we annotate x with an encoding annotation (::direct encoded).
At various locations, such as in the previous step, the library can in-
spect which variable has which encoding annotation using the new built-in,
has ann. If no encoding annotation is present, then the encoding function
knows it is producing the first encoding, which is designated as the one
and only reverse mapper to x (the mechanism that maps the assignment
of the encoding to the assignment of x).

Which encoding creation function is used for which integer variable is decided
during the flattening process in the sat library redefinitions. For instance, the
redefinition for int le(var int: a, var int: b) (for the inequality
constraint a ≤ b between integer variable a and fixed integer b) will generally
dispatch an encoding specific redefinition (for instance, int le order). Since
an inequality constraint works well with the order encoding, this is what it will
try to use in most cases. Here is a slightly simplified version of the redefinition:

predicate int_le(var int: a, var int: b) =
if ub(a) < lb(b) then true
elseif lb(a) > ub(b) then false
else

if has_ann(a, order_encoded) /\ has_ann(a,
order_encoded) then
int_le_order(a, b)
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elseif has_ann(a, binary_encoded) /\ has_ann(a,
binary_encoded) then
int_le_binary(a, b)

elseif has_ann(a, direct_encoded) /\ has_ann(a,
direct_encoded) then
int_le_direct(a, b)

else
annotate_sat_encoding(a,
SAT_INT_INEQUALITY_DEFAULT_ENCODING)

/\ annotate_sat_encoding(b,
SAT_INT_INEQUALITY_DEFAULT_ENCODING)

/\ int_le(a, b)
endif

endif;

First, some trivial checks are done which might decide the constraint without
the need for an encoding, which has the added benefit that the encoding specific
redefinitions do not have to account for these edge cases. In the following for-
mal redefinitions, we won’t show all the trivial checks for the sake of readability.
Then, the encoding annotations (attached to the integer variable by the encod-
ing creating function, e.g. order encode(var int: x)) are checked on
the integer variable to see if the existing encodings can be re-used for any of the
encoding specific redefinitions. In the int le case, we first check for the order
encoding since that is the preferred choice for an inequality constraint [22].

If no suitable existing encodings exists, the annotate sat encoding will
add the redefinition’s preferred encoding annotations (set in the second argu-
ment as SAT INT INEQUALITY DEFAULT ENCODING, which by default is set
to order encoded) and call int le recursively with the annotated variables.
Another library option exists for the user to override the constraint’s annotation
of the second argument so that annotate sat encoding (and thus the entire
library) will always encode with one specific encoding for the whole model. In
fact, in this case we assert that the other encoding creation functions are not
used.

This implementation has the following consequences:

• Re-encodings are somewhat rare, since an existing encoding will always be
re-used if possible. For int le, a re-encoding only happens if one variable
has one encoding, and the other has either no encoding or a different
one. This is an ok starting point, because while a re-encoding might be
beneficial in specific cases, we expect re-use to be generally better. To
leverage re-encodings in cases where re-use is also possible, the library
will need some new building block to make intelligent decisions.

• In MiniZinc, there is no formal guarantee of the flattening order. Yet, the
flattening order of the constraint in the user model now becomes impor-
tant, as earlier constraints (i.e., constraints that are flattened first) get
to make the first choice on the preferred encoding. For example, if an
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earlier constraint on integer variable has a weak preference for direct over
order, and the later constraint only supports order, the re-encoding and
channeling from order to direct encoding could have been avoided if the
order of constraints were reversed. An example would be int_eq(x,
y) /\ int_le(x, z), which would re-encode x.

• Since the user can also add annotations in their model, they can steer
what encodings are used on the variable level. This allows for quite gran-
ular control, which has proven usefull in development, testing an earlier
benchmarking.

• Higher-level redefinitions use lower-level predicates, which defer the encod-
ing decisions to the redefinitions of the lower-level predicates. For instance
in this (simplified) array int maximum redefinition:

predicate array_int_maximum(var int: m, array[int]
of var int: xs) =
forall(x in xs)(x <= m) /\ let { var
index_set(xs): i; } in m == xs[i];

The use of <= and == will generate int le and int eq constraints which
will decide the actual encoding. Note that when x = v, x ≥ v, etc. is
used in the formal definitions, these are to be read as equality or inequal-
ity constraints, not as the encoding variables of any particular encoding,
f(a = v) or f(a ≥ v), respectively.

• Constraints (that do not defer their encoding choice) have two subtly
different ways to specify their order of preference. The first is which
encoding is preferred to be re-used (if multiple encodings exist), which
is decided by the order of cases in the if-statement. Currently, this is
cumbersome to change (for the user). The second is which encoding will be
created if none exists, which can be flexibly changed for a whole category
of redefinitions in the library’s option, for which the defaults are:

% Constrain default encodings
SAT_INT_ABS_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_BINARY;
SAT_INT_DIV_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_BINARY;
SAT_INT_EQUALITY_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_DIRECT; %
also for int_lin_eq, int_ne

SAT_INT_INEQUALITY_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_ORDER; %
also for int_lin_le, min/max

SAT_INT_PLUS_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_BINARY;
SAT_INT_MOD_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_BINARY;
SAT_INT_TIMES_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_BINARY;
SAT_SET_IN_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_ORDER;
SAT_OBJ_INT_LIN_EQ_DEFAULT_ENCODING = SAT_DIRECT;
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By default, the first preference (in the first if-statement) for which en-
coding type is re-used is the same as the preference for which encoding is
created.

4.2.2 FlatZinc built-ins: Boolean

The same simple transformations we have seen for bool and can be done
for array bool and, array bool or, bool eq, bool eq reif, bool le,
bool le reif, bool lt, bool lt reif, bool ne reif, bool or, bool xor
and bool clause reif. More interesting constraints follow, which we indi-
cate here compactly using regular expression-like optional substrings and dis-
junction ([..], |, etc.).

array bool [or|and](array [int] of var bool: A, [var] bool:
r) Constrain r ⇔

∧
A or r ⇔

∨
A, of which the general CNF is trivial. We

also handle edge cases where A (after removing fixed elements) has 0 or 1 vari-
ables, so that we can fix r or unify it with the single element, respectively.

array bool element(var int: b, array[int] of bool: A, var bool: c)
Constrains Ab ⇔ c. Like for other element constraints, we defer these to set
constraints (see 4.2.3) by constraining the result c to be equivalent to whether
index b points to one of the true elements of A. Here I(A) returns the index set
of A, the interval from the first and last index of A. As mentioned, MiniZinc
supports variable index sets, so these are not necessarily 0- or 1-indexed as in
other programming languages.

(b ∈ {i : i ∈ I(A), Ai})⇔ c (22)

array var bool element(var int: b, array [int] of var bool:
A, var bool: c) Same as above, but with A containing variable Booleans
instead. Instead of a bidirectional implication, we just use a one-way implication
from index b to result c. We defer this to lower level built-ins like (b == i).
Since it is part of a compound expression, this equality constraint will be reified
using int eq reif(b, i, r) (see section 4.2.3), which will then likely use
the direct encoding. This shows how close (syntactically and semantically) an
expression like (b == i) is to the direct encoding function function f(b = i)
(or b >= i would be to the order encoding function f(b ≥ i)).

predicate array_var_bool_element(var int: b, array[int]
of var bool: as, var bool: c) =
forall(i in dom(b))(

(b == i) -> (c == as[i])
);
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bool lin [le|eq](array [int] of int: A, array [int] of var
bool: B, [var] int: c) Constrains an n-term PB constraint

∑n
i=0 aixi # c

for comparators # ∈ {≤,=}, respectively. If c is non-fixed, we encode it as a
PB linear expression (the same as any integer linear term, see equation 12
in section 4.1.3) so we get a PB constraint with a fixed c. This is left as a
pblib bool lin le or pblib bool lin eq constraint in the CNFlatZinc.

bool lin [le|eq] reif(array [int] of int: A, array [int] of
var bool: B, int: c, var bool: r) The reified version of the PB
constraint C#, namely r ⇔ C#. PBLib supports half-reifications through all
of its encoding methods. With the following method (taken from MiniZinc’s
linear library [11]), we can constrain full, bi-directional reification using mul-
tiple half-reified, conditional PB expressions and an auxiliary variable p:

(r ⇒ C≥) ∧ (p⇒ C<) ∧ (r 6= p) (23)

We don’t have a specific version for comparator <, but we can easily convert
to it with C≤ by using c − 1. Here, r depends bi-directionally on C≥, because
we also handle the case where the constraint is false: C≥ ⇔ C<.

Similarly, for equality PB constraints we create two auxiliary variables, p
and q, again constraining C=, and C= with two inequality constraints:

(r ⇒ C=) ∧ (p⇒ C<) ∧ (q ⇒ C>) ∧ (r ⇔ (p ∧ q)) (24)

bool * imp In addition to reification such as bool and (r ⇔ p ∧ q), a re-
definition library also allows us to provide half-reification predicates such as
bool and imp (r ⇒ p ∧ q) which in some cases can be used to flatten com-
pound constraints [31]. Since a half-reification requires only one implication di-
rection, it yields generally smaller, more efficient encodings: p∨q∨r in this case.
However, they cannot be used in all reification scenarios, so we still require the
regular, bidirectional reified constraints. The FlatZinc Boolean half-reifications
have been implemented as well, but not the FlatZinc Integer half-reification due
to time constraints.

4.2.3 FlatZinc built-ins: integers7

int eq[ reif]([var] int: a, [var] int: b[, [var] bool: r])
Constrains a = b, possibly reified in r. This constraint is only generated when
reified, or if either a or b has an existing encoding. Otherwise, the integer
variables can be unified with each other.

If either of the variables (say, b) is fixed, then we can fix all the encoding
variables of a. Since this will remove variables from the model, we do it for
every existing encoding. From now on, we indicate that all cases apply in the

7The arithmetical FlatZinc built-ins ( int plus, int times and int div are implemented
as well, but are not evaluated as no constraints the benchmarks models (from the MiniZinc
Challenge 2019) do not include these constraints). Their details are in appendix G
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following equations by using
∧

(instead of the conventional interpretation where
only one case applies).

∧
f(a = b) ∧

∧
i∈D\{b} f(a 6= i) direct∧

Ol≤i≤b f(a ≥ i) ∧
∧

b+1≤i≤Ou
f(a < i) order∧

i∈0..n−1 f(a, i) = fn(b, i) binary

(25)

As mentioned, the compiler can generate reified versions of constraints, but
for the direct and order encoding these would be needlessly large, so we explicitly
provide these reified versions:

r ⇔ f(a = b) direct

r ⇔ f(a ≥ b) ∧ f(a < b+ 1) order

r ⇔ a = b binary (auto-generated)

(26)

Since in this case r is equivalent to the direct encoding variable that would
be generated to represent f(a = b), we would like to re-use r for a potential
later direct encoding even if we are not using the direct encoding on this con-
straint. We added an option to the sat library that will enable what we call
pre-emptive partial encoding, where for int eq reif we create a direct
encoding variable f(a = b) even if we are encoding with order or binary and
unify it with r. Then, if a direct encoding is created for a later on, then calling
the encoding variable creation function on a for value b will return r. This is
also implemented for int le reif. This behaviour is provided as a library
option, turned off by default since it is experimental.

If both variables are non-fixed, then we can still unify the Boolean variables
(that have the same index) from either encoding with each other if the encodings
are the same, which given the definition of the encoding function will work even
if indices of the variables from one encoding are out of bounds of the other
encoding (e.g., if i > Du(b), then for direct encoding f(a = i) = f(b = i) =
false). If the encodings are different, we can use channeling constraints and
still re-use the encoding.

int le([var] int: a, [var] int: b) Constrains a ≤ b. This con-
straint is only generated when either a or b has an existing encoding, otherwise
the variables the domain of a/b is shrunk directly.

(∧)

∧

i∈b+1≤i≤Du
f(a 6= i) direct∧

b+1≤i≤Ou
f(a < i) order

(f ′(a, n− 1), f ′(a, n− 2), . . . , f ′(a, 1), f ′(a, 0)) ≥lex

(f ′(b, n− 1), f ′(b, n− 2), . . . , f ′(b, 1), f ′(b, 0)) binary

(27)

If either variable is fixed, all cases apply, otherwise only the preferred encod-
ing (order) applies. This redefinition (like int eq) supports the pre-emptive
partial encoding feature, but this time for the order encoding: r ⇔ f(a, b) if a
is fixed or r ⇔ f(a ≤ b)⇔ ¬f(a ≥ b+ 1) if b is fixed.
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int ne([var] int: a, [var] int: b) If one of the variables is fixed
(say, b is), we can simply fix direct encoding variables to false or unify neigh-
bouring order encoding variables (since we already have f(a ≥ b+1)→ f(a ≥ b)
from the order constraint), which in both cases will remove a Boolean variable
from the model. Only for the binary encoding we will have to create a new
clause:

∧
f(a 6= b) direct

f(a ≥ b)↔ f(a ≥ b+ 1) order∨
i∈B f(a, i) 6= f(b, i) binary

(28)

If both are variables, we use the reified version with a fixed, false r = 0 for
direct or order encoding, or post a PB constraint a− b = 0 if the encodings are
in binary.

set in(var int: x, set of int: S) Constrains x ∈ S. We defer
to negative equality constraints (int ne) to eliminate values not in S:

x ∈ S ⇔
∧

v∈D(x)\S

x 6= v (29)

set in reif(var int: x, set of int: S, var bool: r) Con-
strains x ∈ S ⇔ r. When considering an example set S = {1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10}, there
are two approaches to constraining x to be equal to one of the elements of S.
The first is to use create a disjunction of equality constraints, which would favour
the direct encoding:

r ⇔
∨
v∈S

x = v

⇔ (x = 1 ∨ x = 2 ∨ x = 3 ∨ x = 8 ∨ . . .)
(30)

The second approach 8 is to use inequality constraints on every contiguous
range that is present in S. As noted in section 4.1.1, a set S may be converted
(and is internally stored as) an array R of (non-empty) intervals (ranges), R =
([1, 3] , [8, 10]). These ranges offer us the opportunity to instead use inequality
constraints, which for the order encoding only requires four clauses per range –
no matter the range’s size.

r ⇔
∨
v∈S

x = v

⇔
∨

[l,u]∈R

x ≥ l ∧ x ≤ u

⇔ ((x ≥ 1 ∧ x ≤ 3) ∨ (x ≥ 8 ∧ x ≤ 10))

(31)

8On the morning of the thesis defence, this second approach was noted to be similar to
what is called Unified Domain Refinement in the work published on the MiniZinc linearization
library [11]
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As a range grows, the number of reified equality constraints it requires in-
creases but the number of reified inequality constraints stays constant. Since a
set with fewer gaps will convert to larger (and fewer) ranges, it should benefit
the order encoding over the direct encoding. A heuristic based on the set com-
position is needed to decide between the direct and the order encoding, which
commits us to the first, equality approach or the second, inequality approach
for the whole set.

For the binary encoding, we can switch between equality and inequality
constraints within the same set (from one range to the next). Since inequality
constraints use lexicographical constraints (from int le binary) and equality
constraints use logarithmically sized single clauses (from int ne binary), it
will depend on the range’s size, but perhaps also on the number of bits, when two
inequality constraints will outperform the multiple negative equality constraints.
For example, it might be cheaper for a range of size 5 to be constrained with 5
negative equality constraints instead of 2 inequality constraints, but not for a
range of 6. After some small experiments, we use equality constraints for ranges
up to size 7 when using the binary encoding:

∨
[l,u]∈R

{∨
l≤i≤u x = i if u− l + 1 ≤ 7

x ≥ l ∧ x ≤ u otherwise
(32)

This warrants further research, especially regarding the heuristic. Since we
let most element constraints defer to the reified set redefinitions, this con-
straint is actually very important. In section 5.1.2, we experimentally evaluate
the effects of sets with different range sizes on the literal and clause counts for
each encoding.

array int element(var int: b, array[int] of int: A, var int: c) Constrains
Ab = c. There is a two way relationship between the index variable b and the
result variable c, since a known b will fix the result directly (b = v → c = Av)
and a known c will fix b to be in the set of indices G = {G1, G2, . . .} for which
AG1

= AG2
= · · · = c. The new group built-in creates an array of these

non-empty sets (groups) of indices for each distinct value in A. In other words,
group on A returns an array of sets of indices that point to the same value
in A. The group built-in creates groups efficiently by employing an arg sort
before grouping.

For instance, group([2,2,1,1,1,2] will return an array of two sets,
[3..5,{1,2,6}], because the 2’s are in positions 1, 2 and 6 and the 1’s are in
positions 3 to 5 (automatically represented by MiniZinc as a range). Now, the
value of c simply depends on the index associated with the set that b is in. We
can clearly see that the number and size of the ranges with the groups depend
on how many neighbouring elements of the same value occur in A.

If A is entirely composed of unique elements, then every set will have size 1
since each element will have a unique element. In that special case, assignments
of b and c are permuted by A, so we can skip the group built-in.
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{∧
i∈I(A) b = i⇔ c = Ai if |D(A)| = |A|∧
G∈group(A) ((b ∈ G)⇔ f(c = AG1

)) otherwise
(33)

array var int element(var int: b, array [int] of var int A,
var int c) Same as above, but with A containing variable integers instead.
The redefinition is almost exactly the same as for array var bool element
in section 4.2.2, as we use a one-way implication from index result: b = v →
c = Av.

array int maximum(var int: m, array[int] of var int: X) Con-
strains m = max(X) (or m = min(X)) for integer variable m and array of
integer n variables X. Such constraint are naturally constrained using order
encoding, for the other encodings we defer to inequality constraints and an el-
ement constraint on a new variable i with a domain equal to the index set of
X:

{∧
di∈D(m)

(
f(m ≥ di)⇔

∨n
j=0 f(Xj ≥ di)

)
order(∧

x∈X x ≤ m
)
∧m = Xi direct or binary

(34)

int abs(var int: a, var int: b) Constrains b to be the absolute
value of a.

For a direct encoding, D is the direct encoding array index set, Dl is the
minimum index and so max{1, Dl} is the minimal positive index. The trick is
that there are now two ways for b to be equal to some value i, namely through
a = i or a = −i: ∧

max {1,Dl}≤i≤Du

f(b = i)⇔ (f(a = i) ∨ f(a = −i))

∧
∧

Dl≤i≤min{−1,Du}

f(b 6= i)

∧ (f(a = 0)⇔ f(b = 0))

(35)

For order encoding, the value of b depends on whether a is more negative or
more positive: ∧

Dl≤i≤0

f(b ≥ i)

∧
∧

0≤i≤Du

(f(a ≥ i) ∨ f(a < −i+ 1))⇔ f(b ≥ i)
(36)

For the binary encoding, we use the property of the two’s complement scheme
that flipping the sign bit and adding one to the binary encoding of x represents
−x, so if a has n bits:
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(a = b) ∨ (((f ′(a, 0), f ′(a, 1), . . .) + 1) = (f(b, 0), f(b, 1), . . .)) (37)

int lin [le|eq|ne] Constrains an n-term IP constraint
∑n

i=0 aixi # c for
comparators # ∈ {≤,=,≥}, respectively, and its reified versions with Boolean
variable r. We use the dynamic encoding to transform the IP constraint to PB as
described in section 4.1.3, and pass it on to the matching bool lin [le|eq].

For int lin ne, we create a auto-generated reified linear constraint with
r = 0, which will use bool lin [eq|le] reif from section 4.2.2. For reified
version, the 0 and 1 terminals are set to r and r, respectively. It should be
noted that only in this case (and for the objective function, see section 4.2.6)
dynamic encoding is used, as in all other cases either direct or order encoding
is forced. Depending on the model, this still accounts for a big chunk of the
constraints, but ideally every case (and every other constraint) would support
dynamic encodings.

4.2.4 FlatZinc built-ins: sets

Apart from FlatZinc built-ins for Boolean and integer constraints, there are also
the set constraints (other than the already discussed set in[ reif]). For the
most part, the nosets library takes care of this for us by redefining (almost)
all set constraints to Boolean/integer constraints. To do this, it transforms a set
of (variable) integers S to arrays of (variable) Booleans B = (bi : Dl(x) ≤ i ≤
Du(x)) that are a bit string representation of S with an set2bools encoding
function f(v ∈ S) = bv such that vb ⇔ v ∈ S. This is similar to the direct
encoding of a single integer, but as there can be multiple different values in a
set, there is no exactly-one constraint.

4.2.5 Global constraints

Some globals have been implemented for the sat library, but most are either left
as their std decomposition (which in some cases is a solid choice too), or still
have an implementation copied from the linear library (these are untested for
our sat library and are not used in any of the benchmarks).

all different, all different except 0 Constrain an array of inte-
ger variable to be pair-wise different. As we have seen in the Sudoku example
in section 2.3, the all different constraint can be encoded by posting an
at most one on every column of the encoding grid made up by the direct en-
codings of the input array of integer variables. For all different except 0,
we do the same except we don’t constrain the 0’th column.

count For the integer cardinality constraint, MiniZinc has the count global
for an array of integer variables X, an integer variable for the count c, and an
variables integer for y, which is the element to be counted. So, if y is non-fixed,
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we don’t even know what element we’re counting yet, if c is non-fixed we don’t
know how many of those y’s there can be.

Because different solvers might or might not support different scenarios,
there are about 30 versions of the count global: one for every conceivable
comparator (count eq (=), count ne ( 6=), count le (≤), count lt (<),
etc..), for each of those a version for every comparator where c and y are fixed
and one where they are not, and for each of those a reified version as well. In
the std library, the redefinitions all lead back to the redefinition of count eq.

Since we have specializations for minimum, maximum and exact cardinality
in PBLib, we funnel the comparators down to # ∈ {≤,≥,=}, respectively (e.g.,
count lt can be redirected to count le). Then, if c is fixed, we convert
the integer variable to Boolean variables Y = {x = y : x ∈ X}, which we
can encode using PBLib (e.g., by posting a pblib bool count geq). We
handle the following trivial cases in the library (assuming ≥-comparators unless
otherwise noted, since the others are similar). Some of these are handled in
PBLib also, but this allows us to fix variables early which propagates throughout
the flattening phase:

• Every fixed y ∈ Y are removed and each decrements c by one

• If c < 0, the constraint is trivially unsatisfiable.

• If c = 0, then all y are false

• If c = 1 and |Y | = 2, then y1 ∨ y2

• If c = 1, |Y | = 2 and # is the =-comparator, then y1 6= y2

For reified versions or if c is non-fixed, we create a linear expression of
(r ⇔)

∑
Y#c, representing Y using integer variables with domain {0, 1}. An

alternative approach for non-fixed c’s uses (our own implementation of) sorting
networks, but PBLib needs to be adapted before it can be used. The approach
is shown in appendix H.

4.2.6 Optimization

To handle optimization, the idea is to encode the objective into the weights of
the soft clauses of the model. If the objective function is flattened down to its
result, a single integer variable x, we can encode it with (for instance) in the
direct encoding, and add each variable vdi as a soft unit clause with weight di,
which we will represent here as the tuple (vdi , di). The solver will prioritize the
weights correctly, and the objective value can be calculated from the solution
cost (the sum of unsatisfied clauses) that is output by our Max-SAT solvers for
(intermediate) solutions. Since our Max-SAT solvers don’t output intermediate
solutions (unless interrupted by a timeout or by the user), we have to rely on
this cost value to monitor the optimization progress. This calculation and other
aspects of the optimization are handled by the interface (see section 4.3.1).
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However, if the objective function is a complicated expression, then the
relationship of x to the variables in that expression will be hard to propa-
gate on for the solver. So, the method was improved by instead flattening
the objective function down not to a single integer variable, but only to a lin-
ear expression c +

∑n
i=0 aixi, if possible9, which is then handled in the special

obj lin exp constraint. We use the dynamic encoding for linear expressions
(see section 4.1.3, formula 12) to convert the linear expression to a PB linear ex-
pression d+

∑m
j=0 biyi of some size m. Then, we create soft unit clauses for each

0 ≥ j ≥ m terms, if bj is non-fixed and aj is non-zero. Since the target MaxSAT
format (WDIMACs) requires weights to be positive, we use the following trick
to guarantee that all non-fixed soft clauses have positive weights:{

bjyj = (bj , yj) if bj > 0

bjyj = bj(1− yj) = bj − bjyj = (1, bj) ∧ (yj ,−bj) if bj < 0
(38)

The fixed soft clauses ((1, bj)) can be aggregated as sum into one fixed soft
clause, along with any other fixed terms from the PB linear expression, and the
d term. This fixed soft clause might have a negative weight, but it will not be
included in the model. Instead, it is just added to the objective value by the
SAT interface during output.

Like any other dynamic constraint, the obj lin exp constraint supports
all encodings – even if they are mixed. In this case we don’t know if one is better
than the other. While binary would create the fewest soft clauses, the difference
in flattening time will be much smaller than when constructing a BDD for a
linear constraint. As to propagation strength, we don’t have any speculation
yet (and it might be solver dependant, or not make much difference at all).
This is why the purpose of the dynamic encoding here is to re-use the choice
of encodings of earlier constraints that do have a preference. For this reason,
we want to implement obj lin exp in such a way that it is flattened as late
as possible, when many or all encodings have been decided by constraints that
benefit more by having the choice.

4.2.7 Testing

Most of the interface, and the library in particular, has been unit tested using the
(slightly adapted) unit test suite of MiniZinc in which (all) expected solutions
can be provided to a model. We use variables with small domains and check all
solutions against a spec that is easily generated as test specification using any
other solver back-end. With this, the correctness of any given predicate can be
established with high confidence (and for smaller constraints, the whole input
space can be tested). Around a hundred of such tests have been added.

9This aggregation was implemented by my co-supervisor.
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4.3 The SAT solver interface

The flattened model (CNFlatZinc) is given to the SAT solver interface, which
handles interaction between SAT solvers and the MiniZinc process and takes the
last steps that converts CNFlatZinc to CNF readable by the solver. Unfortu-
nately, the behavior of (Max-)SAT solvers is not always consistent, so some as-
sumptions that are made could make the interface unsuitable for some solvers 10

4.3.1 From CNFlatZinc to (W)DIMACS

As SAT solver input format, the interface supports only the DIMACS format
as specified by the SAT competition, to which most SAT solvers adhere. The
following DIMACS represents p ∨ r ∧ q ∨ r ∧ r ∨ p ∨ q:

c My CNF model
p cn f 3 3
1 −3 0
2 −3 0
3 −1 −2 0

The c-lines are comments and the p-line lists the format (cnf//wcnf),
number of variables and of clauses. The other lines are clauses wtih the literals
expressed numbered DIMACS IDs from 1 to n, which are negative if negated.
The p, q and r variables of our example formula have been mapped by the
interface to 1, 2 and 3, respectively. To build the DIMACS file from CNFlatZinc,
and to later parse the solution assignment values back to the MiniZinc output
model for the user, we construct an internal model that maintains an efficient
(constant look-up) two-way map between FlatZinc variables and DIMACS IDs,
and a clause list.

First, we iterate over the bool not constraints, as its two arguments p and
q can share the same DIMACS variable if we store them as map(p)=-map(q).
For bool clause constraint, we resolve fixed variables (which could decide the
model at that point in compilation if we end up with an empty clause). The
variables are added to the map, which generates new DIMACS IDs lazily.

Cardinality and PB constraints are also still present in the CNFlatZinc, for
which the SAT interface will use our fork of the open-source library PBLib [33]
to encode the PB constraint into CNF. This library supports different BDDs,
bimander, sorting networks and other methods, and uses a quick analysis to
choose whatever method is estimated to require the lowest number of clauses.
In our adaptation, we made some usability improvements, and added exper-
imental support for reified PB constraints by setting the reification variable
BDD terminal nodes equal to the terminal nodes, which is how our original
BDD implementation worked (see appendix F). It was not stable enough to
use in the evaluation, so instead we used the method described in section 4.2.2

10Although the recent SAT heritage project [32] aims to provide a consistent interface for
every SAT solver. This should be added in the future to the MiniZinc-SAT interface, but as
Max-SAT solvers were our primary interest this was not a priority to add.
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which uses multiple half-reified constraints, which was already supported in
the original PBLib. Compared to our own solutions, the flattening time and
the metrics was significanlty lower in most cases for PBLib than for our own
implementations of the same methods, which could be due to implementation
differences and the bigger variety of available methods. One clear advantage to
this approach is that we don’t need to represent every single clause as a new
bool clause object and write those out to the CNFlatZinc; instead, new vari-
ables and clauses produced by PBLib are added directly to the internal model
of the SAT interface.

For optimization, we require Max-SAT solvers. The WDIMACS format
specified by the Max-SAT competition is similar to DIMACS, but (most im-
portantly) precedes clauses with an positive integer for their weight and adds
a top weight integer to the p-line. This top weight is the maximum cost of a
solution, i.e. the sum of the unsatisfied clauses has to be strictly less than top.
If we set top equal to the total sum of the weighted bool clause’s plus one,
then we can add our regular bool not clauses as hard clauses by giving them
weight top.

As for the weighted (unit) bool clause’s produced by the objective, we
need to negate the clause if the objective is to minimize. If a soft clause is
already satisfied, we already add the weight to the objective value. If it is
unsatisfiable, we can remove the clause.

4.3.2 SAT solution parser

The (Max-)SAT solver output specified by the SAT/Max-SAT competitions has
a similar style as the input, here denoting the solution assignment p ∧ q ∧ r of
our input model in section 4.3.1:

c My SAT s o l v e r
s SATISFIABLE
v 1 −2 −3 0

The c-lines are comments, the s-line is the solver status and the v-line is
the solution assignment. For Max-SAT solvers, the format is again similar but
also includes an o-line which indicates the cost c (the sum of the weights of the
unsatisfied clauses in the assignment). However, we want the objective value o
(the sum of the weights of the satisfied soft clauses, the profit in some sense).
For maximization, o is the sum of the weights of all soft clauses minus c. For
minimization, o = c since we inverted the soft clause variables, which flips the
(unit) soft clauses from satisfied to unsatisfied and visa versa, which makes c
actually the sum of the weights of the satisfied clauses.

The MiniZinc toolchain sends the solver output in chunks to the solver out-
put handler, so the parser should be able to handle this efficiently and correctly.
Even though the language of the solver output is quite simple, we require a
parser with a good theoretical foundation, or a parser generator such as Bison
(used for MiniZinc itself, but in this case overkill). We implemented a C++
version based on Rob Pike’s talk titled Lexical Scanning in Go, which keeps
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two cursor variables: start and pos. The start cursor lags behind the pos
that is advanced until a full token is recognized (at a token delimiter, usually
a line ending) and commit, which resets the start to pos. If the current
chunk of data ends, everything before start (which has been committed) can
be discarded, leaving the last bit to be picked up when the new chunk arrives.

For each parser state, we implement a state function that calls parser opera-
tions (next, peek, commit, etc.) that changes the pos and start variables,
until at some designated point the state function will return a function pointer
to the next state function. For instance, if we are in the middle of parsing a
s-line, the solution assignment state function accepts new characters and as-
signs them to the internal SAT model, until it reaches end-of-line character \n,
at which points it returns a pointer to the function that parses the next line
indicator. If it it had encountered an end-of-file character \0 instead, it re-
turns a function pointer to itself, so it remains in the same state when the next
chunk arrives. The parser can just keep calling the subsequent function that
the current function returns a pointer to, which is very efficient.

Finally, after a solution has been parsed, the assignment is mapped back
from DIMACS IDs to MiniZinc VarDecl’s which are then assigned to an output
model which can then be printed to the user.

4.3.3 SAT solution output

The SAT solver interface has some extra control and features which can be
accessed through the following command-line flags:

-a, --all-solutions When this flag is enabled for satisfaction problems, the
found solution (x1∧x2∧· · · ) is (after outputting) negated, which yields a single
no-good clause (x1∨x2∨· · · ), which is added to the model. This addition makes
that particular solution illegal, and the SAT solving process is restarted. This
process is repeated the solver returns UNSAT, upon which all solutions have
apparently been found and we can output the search complete message. This
is not very efficient, but very useful for unit tests which use small models. One
way to improve this would be to only add output variables to the no-good.

--intermediate-solutions While normally this falls under the --all-solutions
flag as well, we have separated it for now. According to the WDIMACS out-
put format, solvers are not required to output intermediate solutions, and most
only output intermediate costs (o-lines). This means this flag is only useful for
obtaining the intermediate objective value to monitor progress, as the output
solution just shows the minimum bound of all output variables.

--time-limit/--fzn-time-limit/--solver-time-limit These limit the maxi-
mum allotted time for compilation and solving combined, or (respectively) sep-
arately. Some solvers listen to certain interrupt signals, and (for Max-SAT) will
return their best solution so far. But there is no guarantee that every solver
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behaves this way (especially for solvers that compete in the complete track, were
non-optimal solutions are not awarded any score).

--sat-cmd/--sat-flag/--sat-flags These determine how the backend solver
will be called, and allows the user to pass extra flags to them to alter the
solver’s behaviour.

--solver-input-format Whether the input format of the solver is DIMACS
or WDIMACS. This could be different from the problem type (satisfaction or
optimization), as a Max-SAT solver could support satisfaction problems, or
SAT solvers optimization problems if we had our own optimization strategy
(e.g., branch-and-bound) that uses repeated solve calls. In the future, more
formats could be added here (such as a PB format).

--output-dimacs-to-file Saves (W)DIMACS file to a permanent location (or
to /tmp if flag is absent)
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5 Evaluation (experiments and discussion)

In this section, we will show and discuss the experimental results in two parts.
In section 5.1, we will isolate the channeling constraints and the (reified) set
constraints into smaller benchmarks to demonstrate their individual merit and
to make configuration decisions. In section 5.2, we will compare in detail the
performance of each mzn-sat configuration and four control solvers using the
MiniZinc Challenge 2019.

Re-using findings from experiments on an older11 version of mzn-sat,we will
use the (incomplete) Max-SAT solver tt-open-wbo-inc as backend, which
won first place for the weighed categories on the incomplete track in the Max-
SAT 2019 competition.

5.1 Evaluation of two mzn-sat features

Since these experiments are meant as a proof of concept and since we are mostly
interested in the static metrics, they are small enough to be run locally on my
MacBook Air with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5650U CPU @ 2.20GHz CPU, and
16 GB of RAM, using a 5 minute timeout.

5.1.1 Channeling constraints

In section 4.1.4, six channeling constraints were introduced (two per encoding).
Compiling a model that encodes an integer x with a domain size of D(x) = [1, n]
for two given encodings (and thus performs the appropriate channeling), we can
get an idea of the static metrics and a rough indication of the flattening times.

11We made the decision to use the tt-open-wbo-inc solver for all mzn-sat configurations
based on the results from an experiment that was run with an older version of mzn-sat,
which due to time constraints we opted not to re-run for the latest version. Probably, the
same conclusion applies that tt-open-wbo-inc is a good choice as backend solver, and that
it does not seem at the moment that any particular solver benefits from a specific encoding
more than any other solver. The details of this experiment can be found in appendix J.
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Based on these results, we conclude that the general PB methods are clearly
outperformed by the encoding specific channeling constraints. Furthermore,
any extra variables used by the non-PB channeling constraints are due to the
unavoidable encoding’s own constraints (e.g., the exactly-one for the direct
encoding), since the those channeling constraints dot not use extra variables.

For the direct and order methods for the direct⇔ order channeling are very
close and might still be equivalent. In any case, the second method is somewhat
better in all metrics. The binary and elimination methods for the direct ⇔ bi-
nary method seem to be equivalent, although the first implementation (binary
method) has a slightly faster flattening time. It is notable that the flattening
time and the number of clauses are much worse than for channeling constraints
between other encodings. This should be investigated in future work. For order
⇔ binary, the encoding specific methods seem to perform distinctly different,
with the segment method being the winner. While the number of clauses are
generated, but each contains only three literals. Mildly surprisingly, at the cur-
rent experiment size, the flattening times are practically equal, even though
the implementation of the subset method uses a new binary built-in to con-
struct fixed binary strings, while the segment uses a more arithmetical approach
without using that built-in, which we expected to be significantly faster.

Based on these results, the mzn-sat library will be configured to use the
order, binary and segment methods to create channeling constraints for the
other experiments.

5.1.2 Set and reified set constraints

As we have seen in section 4.2.3, for reified set constraints (x ∈ S ⇔ r) we
either use equality constraints for x, or we convert S to an array of contiguous
ranges, so that we can constraint x using inequality constraints on the bounds
of the ranges. Fewer and larger ranges should benefit the order encoding over
the direct encoding, and to some degree also the binary encoding. Element
constraints convert their arrays to multiple sets (one per distinct) value.

The following (slightly convoluted) model creates a set with cardinality n
(possibly n+ 1) which tends to larger ranges as 0.5 ≥ p ≥ 1 increases. In other
word, a range will be broken with a probability of 1− p. We can’t just omit set
elements, since that would change the cardinality of the set, so we push them
up by n instead. First we validate the non-reified set redefinition, which should
remove variables (but not be influenced by p):

set of int: S = { if bernoulli(p) then i else i + n
endif | i in 1..n } union {2*n};

var min(S)..max(S): x;
constraint encoded(x); % encodes x with the benchmark’s
encoding

constraint x in S; % uses set_in(x, S)

In the second test, we replace the set constraint of the last line with a reified
set constraint for the new Boolean variable r.
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var bool: r;
constraint x in S <-> r; % uses set_in_reif(x, S, r)

Table 3: This table shows sets of size n = 100 and different values for p the
number of literals, the number of clauses, and the number of clause literals (the
sum of the literals of all clauses). The first three rows are for the non-reified
set constraint (for which the results were the same for any value of p), and the
lower nine rows are for the reified set constraint.

Encoding p Literals Clauses Clause literals

direct
∗

134 259 616
order 99 98 196
binary 21 141 894

direct
0.5 246 584 1465
0.8 246 584 1465
0.95 246 585 1468

order
0.5 248 393 883
0.8 234 337 743
0.95 206 225 463

binary
0.5 122 1042 2895
0.8 136 949 2588
0.95 71 243 600

If we look at Table 3, we can confirm that the number of direct and order
encoding variables (from the original |D(x)| = 200) is reduced for the non-reified
set constraint, since they are being fixed to false or unified, respectively. For
the reified version, we see that p has no influence on the result for the direct
encoding. As expected, as p approach 1.0, the order encoding becomes more
efficient, but it is notable that even in the worst case where p = 0.5, the order
encoding outperforms the direct encoding. This is simply because it does not
require the exactly-one cardinality constraint, but only |D(X)| clauses (of
size 2) for its ordered constraint. A second iteration of this experiment should
isolate the variables and clauses that are created due to the set constraint.
The binary encoding does perform much worse for lower values of p, which
means that either the (reified) lexicographical constraints need to be optimized
if possible, and/or the very simple heuristic (inequality constraints for range
sizes greater than 7) for choosing between equality and inequality constraints
needs to be improved.

Based on these results, we have set the preferred encoding of set constraints
to order. In future experiments, we would note separate the number of variables
and clauses introduced by the set constraint from those introduced by the en-
coding of x. Furthermore, the element constraints that use the sets should
be investigated as well. Finally, in the future we should try to calculate the
expected value without the need for experiments.
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5.2 Evaluation of mzn-sat and existing back-ends

In this comprehensive experiment, we test four test configurations of mzn-sat
against four control solvers. Each configuration is only different in the encoding
mode. The mzn-sat-direct, mzn-sat-order and mzn-sat-binary en-
coding modes use exclusively direct, order and binary encodings, respectively.
The mzn-sat-mixed configuration will use the constraint’s preferred encoding
according which are set to the constraint’s category’s default setting as listed
in section 4.2.1, if variables do not have an encoding (which then might lead
to different encodings in the same model, which might lead to channeling con-
straints). If an encoding does already exist, it will re-use it, if possible.

As control solvers, we chose chuffed (LCG) (version 0.10.4) and picat-sat
(SAT) (version 2.8#6) solvers as they use SAT solver technology as well. We
added gurobi [34] (version 9.1.0), a high-end MIP solver and Gecode (devel-
opment branch, ref 431520083a51fc2f31c22fbc7b0378e7a1588e42), an
open-source CP solver, for some added context of the viability of SAT in general
for the problem. The four mzn-sat configurations and the four control solvers
were run on the full MiniZinc Challenge 2019.

The experiments were run with a 20 minute timeout on a single-core Intel
Xeon 8260 CPU (non-hyperthreaded) with 4 GB of RAM made available, on a
compute server courtesy of Monash University.

We examine the results on three different levels. In section 5.2.1, we aggre-
gate for each solver all the instances of all models in Table 4. In section 5.2.2, we
aggregate for each model all the instances in Table 8 in appendix K. In 5.2.3, we
plot the solver’s reported objective value over time for some specific instances.

5.2.1 Per-solver evaluation

On the inc and err statuses First, to explain the non-zero results in the
inc column. If the solver reports a sat or opt status, then we check the final
solution with a checker solver (gecode on the MiniZinc release branch, version
2.5.4) by solving the model with the decision variables fixed to their values in
the given solution, where a sat or uns status from the checker tells us that the
solution is a correct or incorrect solution, respectively, to the instance (according
to the checker solver). It does not check whether the reported objective value
is consistent with the solution assignment. The checker reported correct results
for all instances and all solvers.

Next, we check for contradictions in two ways. If a solver reports a uns
status, while another solver proved the instance feasible by outputting a correct
solution, then the uns status counts as incorrect. This is the case for 5 of the
7 uns cases for gurobi. What is causing these false uns statuses is currently
unknown. It might be a configuration problem or it is possibly caused by changes
on the mzn-sat development branch.

Additionally, we check that the objective value of every optimal solution
doesn’t contradict objective values of other (optimal or feasible) solutions. For
one instance of the minimization problem stack-cuttingstock, mzn-sat-order
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Table 4: Aggregate results from four test (mzn-sat with different encoding
modes) and four control solvers solving the MiniZinc Challenge 2019, which
counts 20 models, each with five instances. The first column shows the config-
uration tested. The next four columns show the breakdown of statuses output
for the instances: the opt status indicates that optimality was proven on the
best found solution, sat that the instance was feasible but without optimal-
ity proven, uns that instance is unsatisfiable, unk for timeout reached before
a feasible solution was found and err that there was an error of some kind.
Then, the inc column shows how many of the opt, sat and uns statuses were
incorrect, and the fail column the amount of instances where the solver failed
to produce a correct solution (the sum of the previous three columns).

configuration opt sat uns unk err inc fail
mzn-sat-mixed 14 21 0 12 53 0 65
mzn-sat-direct 13 18 0 13 56 0 69
mzn-sat-order 22 20 0 9 49 1 59
mzn-sat-binary 34 24 0 9 33 0 42
gecode 29 49 0 20 2 0 22
gurobi 48 28 7 7 10 5 22
chuffed 56 35 1 6 2 0 8
picat-sat 40 26 2 25 7 0 32

outputted a (correct) solution which it reported as optimal but which had an
objective value of 17. However, other optimal solutions were reported the con-
trol solvers with an objective value of 16. We have more or less pinpointed the
bug, but it couldn’t be fixed due to time constraints. This does leave open the
possibility that the intermediate objective values reported by mzn-sat (see sec-
tion refsec:eval-per-instance) could be off, but since all other optimal solutions
of mzn-sat (and other solvers) are consistent this possibility is remote.

All err statuses for both test and control solvers are caused by out-of-
memory errors, except for three cases in which the mzn-sat process somehow
ran out of disk space. The former problem is a systematic one, while the latter
can be safely ignored for the evaluation. The available disk spaqce is shared as
the benchmarking jobs run in parallel, so most likely there was some unfortunate
peak of combined writing between clearing.

Evaluation of the encoding modes The encoding mode makes a significant
impact on the performance of mzn-sat. The binary encoding is the clear
winner, both in terms of consistency (it finds a solution in over half the instances)
and the number of optimal solutions. The next best is the order encoding, for
which we observe a sharp increase of err statuses as more memory is required
to encode the instance, while the number of timeouts is unchanged. For the
direct encoding, the number of out-of-memory errors grows by seven, and the
number of timeouts by four.

Our speculation is that the relatively heavy auxiliary and clause require-
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ments for the exactly-one constraints for the direct encoding is the most
likely suspect, but a memory profiling tool is needed to confirm this. The con-
straint might also be slow to encode, causing more timeouts to occur in PBLib’s
executing after the flattening phase (but before the solver phase). This would fit
with the fact that the number of timeouts did not increase for mzn-sat-order,
as its constraint to keep the order encoding ordered is linear in time. For more
context, the handling of timeout or memory error should be improved. There
was never a need for any of MiniZinc’s interfaces to catch timeouts before the
solving phase, since this is a relatively quick process for other interfaces. It was
out-of-scope to implement this global MiniZinc feature in this project.

The results of the mixed encoding mode lies in-between the order and direct
encoding. Theoretically the mzn-sat-mixed encoding mode might have an
advantage over the other modes in two ways. First, it might decide to use one
encoding over the other because the constraints in the model favours it. If it
chose correctly (and only uses that encoding), the results should be as good as
the best of the other encoding modes. The other advantage is that a SAT model
in which multiple encodings are mixed might have a propagation advantage that
outweighs the channeling constraint overhead.

From these results, it is hard to say if the mixed encoding mode is better
than the direct encoding because the presence of multiple encodings is beneficial
(despite the channeling constraints), or if for some models the constraints picked
the binary or order encoding and re-used them throughout the model. This
should be tested on a smaller scale first, once mzn-sat-mixed offers better
control over and introspection of the encoding choices.

Evaluation of the test and control solvers Compared to the control
solvers, we first have to note that due to presence of two inc statuses (due
to contradicting optimal solutions), the solutions of mzn-sat should still be
checked (but as we see with gurobi which shows 7 incorrect uns statuses,
this is a good idea for any solver). Furthermore, mzn-sat at this point is not
a very consistent option compared to the available control solvers. Of course,
picat-sat, the backend most like mzn-sat(-binary), is the most incon-
sistent control solver with 32 failed instances.

Comparing mzn-sat and picat-sat, we see that the big difference is
that the fail count for picat-sat mainly consists of unk statuses, while for
mzn-sat it mainly consists of (out-of-memory) err statuses. It seems that
generally, picat-sat runs out of time whereas mzn-sat runs out of memory.
In some sense, this is the better problem to have as memory issues can be
tracked down straightforwardly through profiling or introspection to find out
which constraints take up the most space, while improving the solving time
of the SAT model is less straightforward. The question is, how many of err
statuses of mzn-sat can be converted, and will they become unk or sat/opt?
Both mzn-sat-binary and picat-sat marginally outperform a pure CP
solver like gecode, which shows that SAT is still a good choice over CP for
specific models (just not most).
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The LCG solvers chuffed performs extremely well, even better than the
commercial class MIP solver gurobi. In a separate experiment not shown here,
mzn-sat was run with an additional pre-optimization feature of MiniZinc. If
enabled, MiniZinc will (in addition to its regular pre-optimization) execute an
additional pass over the model with gecode, which reduces variable domains.
This combines for mzn-sat the CP propagation and SAT solving somewhat
in line with chuffed. However, this made result worse for mzn-sat. More
granular experiments are needed, so it is too soon to give up hope that some
pre-optimization might help mzn-sat, as it seems a good fit.

5.2.2 Per-model evaluation

In Table 8 in appendix K, we can pick out some models where mzn-sat per-
forms compared to one or more control solvers. It is hard to discover general
patterns without intimate knowledge of the models, so we can’t make specific
claims about which type of model fits which type of solver. For this, improved
tooling is required.

In accap, we see that mzn-sat-binary finds 2 opt, 1 sat and 2 err
statuses, while gecode has sat for all instances. This tells us that for smaller
instances, SAT has an advantage over CP when it comes to finding the best
solution, but for larger instances CP is more reliable. The results for SAT
seem to be more spread out, while CP is more consistently sat. We see the
same for fox-geese-corn, hrc, ptv and stack-cuttingstock. We see
picat-sat and mzn-sat performing badly on code-generator, groupsplitter,
liner-sf-repositioning, nside and rcpsp-wet-diverse. This sug-
gests that these models are perhaps less suitable for pure SAT encoding.

5.2.3 Per-instance evaluation

In this section, we showcase a (hand-picked) selection of interesting runs of
the test and control solvers by plotting the solver’s reported objective value
over time. In these graphs, mzn-sat performs generally well or shows some
other noteworthy behaviour. We don’t show instances in this section where
mzn-sat performed poorly, because in those cases there usually was no solution
by mzn-sat so the graphs are not interesting.
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The graphs in this section show for every solver the time on the x-axis and
objective value on the y-axis of every given intermediate solution. Both axes
are in logarithmic scale. If there is no line for a given solver, then it did not
find any solutions. The start of the line indicates when the solver has finished
flattening12, followed by a dashed line to the first solution. Since there is no
absolute reference for the objective value before there is a solution – and the
lower bound for the objective would be a poor choice since it usually is much
lower than the actual solution – the height of the flattening time is at the same
height as the worst solution (of all solvers).

triangular Out of all the MiniZinc Challenge 2019 problem, triangular
is by far the simplest model, but proving optimality becomes intractable as its
single parameter n grows. All variables are 01-integers with linear constraints, so
the model itself is essentially a Pseudo-Boolean model. The bool2int function

12The flattening times of mzn-sat do not include the possibly substantial encoding time
of PBLib, which takes place after flattening. In the future, a compilation time should be
recorded when the CNF model has been written out. Of course, picat-sat has the same
behaviour, since it uses the std library for flattening, and the SAT encoding comes after.
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(if properly implemented) should represent a 01-integer as a single Boolean
variable regardless of the encoding setting, so the behaviour of each mzn-sat
configuration is nearly identical. Furthermore, the linear constraints are actually
at-least-one Boolean cardinality constraints, which can be represented as a single
clause each, making the model very suitable for a MaxSAT encoding.

Even though in this case the encoding is simple, a purely SAT based technol-
ogy needs to finish the encoding process before the solver can find a first solution.
For picat-sat, the flattening process never finishes for this instance. So, if
one wants a good solution quickly, other technologies are a safer bet unless the
model is actually Boolean (and not just Pseudo-Boolean). However, once the
encoding is completed, mzn-sat quickly catches up and in the end finds the
best solution out of all solvers. In the other instances except the two largest
(n = 29 and n = 37), mzn-sat is best or shared best.

kidney-exchange In this fairly typical instance, we can see that all encod-
ings are viable in the order we observed in the per-solver evaluation in sec-
tion 5.2.1. The binary encoding performs best, followed by order and the direct
encoding comes in last. The mixed encoding is usually very similar to one en-
coding, usually other. Alternatively, as in this case, it nestles between the direct
and order encoding. For now, we should assume that the mix consists of direct
and order encoding, in which every direct encoding variable would have been
better off being an order encoding variable. Out of all the control solvers, only
chuffed solver performs substantially better than the best mzn-sat configu-
ration.

stochastic-vrp For this vehicle routing problem, we see the same typical
behaviour between encodings as in kidney-exchange. This time, mzn-sat-binary
does proof optimality faster than all control solvers by a narrow margin in all
but one instance. We see a tied first place with chuffed and gurobi. In other
instances for this model, mzn-sat-binary and gurobi trade first place, while
chuffed is sometimes much better, sometimes much worse. The mixed encod-
ing was very conservative, as its almost identical trajectory to mzn-sat-order
suggests a purely order encoding. The binary encoding would have been a better
choice, but at least it didn’t opt for a direct encoding.

lot-sizing This job-scheduling type problem is a lot more complex, and in-
cludes global constraints such as global cardinality, at least, at most
and all different. All of these use new redefinitions in the sat library. The
binary encoding does well, but this model is unique in that the direct encoding
outperforms the order encoding. Usually, this is the other way around. It should
be investigated whether this is a fluke in the order encoding, or if this model
is indeed better suited for a direct encoding. The mixed encoding also shows
some new behaviour that cannot be explained without better introspection.
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Figure 2: The per-instance benchmark results using an older version of
mzn-sat

median-string In the penultimate version of the mzn-sat solver, we ob-
served an anomaly in the median string problem. The latest version of mzn-sat
(used in the evaluation up to this point) no longer shows this behaviour.

Allmzn-sat except mzn-sat-direct are somewhat viable, finding the
best solutions quickly, although they finish proving optimality later than most
control solvers. The mzn-sat-binary manages to finish sooner than the bi-
nary encoding implementation of picat-sat, and we find that an order en-
coding for this model works a little better than the binary encoding, which is
rare but not unique. While the variables for the median-string model are
not 01-integers, the domains tend to be small, and the constraints are mostly in-
equality and maximum constraints, with a couple of equality constraints, which
suits the order encoding well.

The big revelation is that the mixed encoding actually finds the best so-
lution the quickest out of all solvers, although we cannot be sure for gurobi
as we are missing its intermediate solutions due to a now solved problem. The
mzn-sat-mixed finds the best solution a few seconds before mzn-sat-order
does. Anti-climatically, it then spends the remaining 99% of its time proving
optimality, finishing just a couple of minutes before the timeout.

In some cases (like triangular), due to its tendency to re-use encodings,
we expect mzn-sat-mixed to generally choose and stick to one encoding. For
triangular, this would be the order encoding because the first constraint
that is flattened is an inequality constraint, so mzn-sat-mixed will produce
the same SAT model as mzn-sat-order, with the same performance. For this
one model, however, it displays different (and in one aspect, superior) behaviour.
A look at the debug variable annotations – expression name(...), our
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only rudimentary introspection at the moment – of the flattened model (see
Listing 2) of median-string confirms that a mixed encoding of direct and
order encoding was indeed used, to some effect.

Listing 2: The flattened model of median-string for instance p2 10 8-0
which shows a mix of direct and order encodings through expression name
annotations

[..]
var bool: X_INTRODUCED_150_ ::var_is_introduced ::
expression_name("X_INTRODUCED_142_>=2");

var bool: X_INTRODUCED_151_ ::var_is_introduced ::
expression_name("X_INTRODUCED_142_>=3");

var bool: X_INTRODUCED_169_ ::var_is_introduced ::
expression_name("x==0");

var bool: X_INTRODUCED_170_ ::var_is_introduced ::
expression_name("x==1");

[..]

The flattening time of mzn-sat-mixed is equal to the mzn-sat-order
(and only slightly faster than mzn-sat-binary). We expect a (future) break-
down to show one of two explanations: either most (or the larger) integer vari-
ables are order encoded, since otherwise we would have seen a longer flattening
flattening time due to the exactly-one of the direct encoding variables and
the addition of the channeling constraint. Alternatively, this overhead has been
effectively offset by the faster encoding time of the direct encoding constraints
that have replaced the order encoding constraints.
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6 Conclusion

In this thesis project, the aim is to design and implement a CP-to-SAT in-
terface, using the unique capabilities of the MiniZinc modeling language. The
experimental results show the promise of, but also the long road ahead to, a
truly universal SAT interface. We can see that for a good amount of models,
everything falls into place and we are able to achieve very good results, without
having had these specific models in mind from the start. Furthermore, some
novel techniques have proven some merit about which we can be carefully opti-
mistic. In other models, either simple or complex, a particular constraint might
trip up the whole process to create a slow or wasteful encoding. More engineer-
ing and/or techniques are required to reduce the amount of models where this
happens (as other SAT solvers are still more reliable), but we should be aware
that a purely SAT based solver interface remains somewhat of a glass canon.

If one wanted to use mzn-sat today, the main learnings from the evaluation
are that due to the encoding process, a first solution is usually late, but good
solutions arrive quickly after, sometimes sooner than other solvers. The final
race to proof optimality can go either way. For the largest instances, mzn-sat
is not a good solution as it will run easily out of memory. The binary encoding
is the safest bet, but for some rare instances the order encoding might work
better. The mzn-sat-mixed configuration lacks introspection and control to
leverage any mixed encodings well. On top of that, its current tendency to
re-use (rather than re-encode) means that the instances in which it performed
decently might be simply equivalent to what e.g. mzn-sat-order would pro-
duce. However, one lucky exception has shown that the idea does have potential,
which is exciting.

In conclusion, some big steps have been made. The interface is functional,
compatible with SAT and MaxSAT solvers and offers the user some options,
and outputs progress, statistics and visualizations. The library has been exten-
sively tested for gives correct results, barring one instance. Many algorithms
have been implemented that brought the library to the next step, and some
interesting ideas for encoding particular constraints are implemented and might
be improved in the future. A good amount of quite difficult instances run, with
some on par or exceeding existing solutions. In addition, the dynamic encoding
system, while lacking in depth, provides MiniZinc users to experiment and solve
CSPs. Improving the breadth and introspection of this system is interesting
future work.
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7 Future Work

The following topics can be considered for future work, in addition to the specific
improvements mentioned in the footnotes throughout this report:

• Performance:

– Some run-time or compiler bugs remain that need to be fixed so at
least the MiniZinc Challenge 2019 does not have trivial errors or
incorrect results.

– The amount of failed (especially due to out-of-memory errors) should
be reduced through profiling.

– More benchmarks should be added for specific, important constraints,
to further analyze and improve them.

• Functionality:

– A basic implementation of an optimization strategy for SAT solvers
(such as branch-and-bound), so that the optimization problem can
conveniently be solved with SAT solvers

– Integration with the SAT heritage project [32], so that any SAT solver
is accessible

– Better static analysis of the SAT model

– Duplicate clauses could be detected, as they might indicate sources
of redundancy

• Dynamic encodings:

– Fine-grained control over the choice of encoding per constraint and/or
per variable. Beside the initial choice of variables, the choice between
re-use and re-encoding should also be adjustable.

– A cut-off limit of the domain size could be added to choose between
binary or other encodings.

– Reporting on which constraint encoded which variable and how. Since
there our implementation has an dependency on the flattening order,
the user can influence this to some extent if there were introspection
tools available.

– One-way encodings should be separately evaluated.

• Other SAT techniques:

– The two’s complement addition and multiplication properties as well
as those for direct and order encoding could be used to simplify linear
constraints and solve arithmetical constraints (see appendix G).

– The pre-emptive partial encoding should be evaluated
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Appendix

In this appendix, we discuss some ideas that didn’t make it into the version of
the project, or were implemented but replaced by others, or were implemented
but not quite ready to be evaluated, but might still be worthwhile to look at in
the future.

A A less redundant binary encoding scheme for
signed integers

The following alternative binary encoding function f for x binary encoded with
n = dlog (Du(x)−Dl(x) + 1)e Boolean variables b0, b1, . . . , bn for 0 ≤ i ≤ n is
defined as that f(x, i) returns bi, the i’th most significant bit of the bit string
that encodes x = Dl(x) +

∑m
i=0 f(x, i)2i.

This encoding is similar to the order encoding in that the lowest index de-
notes the offset of the encoding which is added to the sum of the value of the
true variables. With order encoding, each true variable contributes a constant
value of 1, while with binary encoding, the bit’s position (not the index!) bit
determines the value. This way, there is no need for a sign bit, as negative for
integer values the offset can be made negative. There is also less redundancy, as
the encoding range is [Dl(x), Dl(x) + 2n], which means the lower bound always
lines up exactly with the lowest value, 000 . . .. Domain gaps and the upper
bound (if less than 2n) will still need to be constrained.

This encoding should work as well as the two’s complement scheme for ex-
panding integer linear expressions into PB constraints in section 4.1.3, and chan-
neling constraints can likely be adjusted for this as well. However, the problem
starts when constraining two binary with different offsets, as the properties in
section 4.1.1 no longer hold: the binary encoding are out of sync with each other
and two identical assignments no longer represent the same integer value. If the
offset is a power of 2 apart, then this can be fixed by a bit shift, but otherwise
it becomes complicated.

B One-way channeling constraints

All channeling constraints shown in this project are two-way, which means that
information flows bi-directionally between the encodings. When a two-way chan-
neling constraint is in place, the each value in the domain will correspond to
exactly one assignment of one encoding, and one of the other encoding, since
our encodings do not have redundant assignments that map to the same value.
Simply put, the constraints will make sure that the assignment of x and of either
encodings looks like Table 1. This is in most cases beneficial for propagation,
but it is not necessary for correctness of any model.

A correct alternative would be to use one-way channeling constraints, which
are generally lighter on clauses and variables. Many of the two-way channeling
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constraints can be converted to one-way constraints by omitting an implication
direction. If there are 2 constraints on x where the first uses the order encoding
and the second the direct encoding, and we create a one-way channeling con-
straint from the direct encoding to the order encoding, then both constraints will
be enforced on the order encoding, while the direct encoding still only reflects
the second constraint and thus might have assignments that are not consistent
with the first constraint.

Yet, this inconsistency in the direct encoding poses no problem as long as we
map the value of x from the assignment from the order encoding, and not from
the direct encoding. All legal assignments of x and its encodings are shown in
Table 6, and it’s clear that at least the order encoding always corresponds to
the assignment of x. In general, the channeling constraints between any number
of encodings of x form the edges of an implication graph. As long as there is a
path (of one or two-way channeling constraints) from every encoding to one root
encoding, then that root encoding will always be safe to read the assignment of
x from. In addition, the assignments of the direct encoding are at most A(x),
so it is partly correct.

The downside of using one-way channeling constraints would be that the first
constraint does not receive information from second constraint, but it depends
on the model whether this harms propagation (although we suspect that it
generally will).

Table 6: All assignments of x with domain D(x) = [2, 4], which has two en-
codings, direct and order, that are channeled through a one-way channeling
constraint from the order encoding to the direct encoding. Note that in this
case, the order encoding is always correct, but the direct encoding might not be
(but does obey that A(Bdirect) ≤ A(Border)).

A(x) A(Border) A(Bdirect)
2 100 100
3 110 100
3 110 010
4 111 100
4 111 010
4 111 001

C The bimander encoding for the at-most-one
cardinality constraints

An at-most-one Boolean cardinality constraint fixes a finite setX of of n Boolean
variables to have at most one true element of X is true. In section 2.3 we have
already seen that the Sudoku model can be modelled entirely with Boolean
cardinality constraints using at-most-one constraints (and that at-least-one and
thus exactly-one constraints are trivial). Since every direct encoding of an inte-
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ger variable requires an at-most-one constraint with n equal to its domain size,
it is important to have an efficient encoding. We handle the general case for
integers in section E.

As mentioned, we can use the pairwise encoding:

n−1∧
i=1

n∧
j=i+1

¬(xi ∧ xj) (39)

While this creates no additional auxiliary variables, it requires
(
n
2

)
clauses.

From the literature, the best encoding we could find was the bimander encod-
ing [35] which for parameter m = m

2 creates n log n− n
2 clauses, and dlog ne− 1

auxiliary variables13. The bimander encoding is based on two existing meth-
ods, binary and commander encoding [36]. The idea is to partition X into a
set of m groups G and constrain each group in G to have at-most-one one true
variable. For this we use pair-wise encoding as the groups should be of man-
ageable size depending on the setting of m. However, any at-most-one encoding
can be used, including bimander.

Now, all that is left is to make sure that at most one of the groups has a
true variable (as we don’t have to worry about any individual group having 2
or more and violating the constraint). To this end, we create auxiliary variables
B = b1, b2, . . . , bdlogme. Then, for each group G with index 1 ≤ g ≤ m, we create
an implication for each variable xi ∈ G to each bj ∈ B. However, if the i’th bit
of the binary representation of g is 0, we post xi ⇒ bj instead of xi ⇒ bj .

Now, no two groups will have a true element simultaneously, since the xi
in each group will imply their own unique combination of b’s and b. If two (or
more) groups have a true x, the auxiliary variables will contradict each other.
For example, if one of the elements of group 3 is true, then because 3 = 10 in
binary, b1 ∧ b2 is implied. If another group 4 also has a true variable, b1 ∧ b2 is
implied which leads to the contradiction b2 ∧ b2. This always happens, because
each group links to a unique combination of all m auxiliary variables.

The algorithm has been implemented from scratch for this project, but I took
some hints from the implementation in the PBLib library [33]. See appendix D
for an idea for a new mimander encoding, an extension of bimander encoding
for multiple overlapping at-most-one cardinality that memoizes the groups.

D The mimander encoding for multiple overlap-
ping at-most-one cardinality constraints

Another extension of the bimander encoding was explored with a new mimander
encoding, where our idea was that 2 (or more) at-most-one constraints on dif-
ferent but partially overlapping inputs X1, X2 can be combined. If the groups

13Another m value tested by [35] is m =
√
n, but we did not experiment with this or other

settings
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are cached between at-most-one constraints, then a group from X1 (and its aux-
iliary variables) should be reusable for the at-most-one constraint on X2 if it
contains common variables x ∈ X1 ∩ X2. A pre-condition for this is that the
auxiliary variables for the existing have some range left in their binary encod-
ing scheme (say if two b’s are only encoding 3 groups in X1). Furthermore, its
benefit depends on the occurrence of overlapping at-most-one constraints in the
model, and the likeliness that X1 and X2 are partitioned in a favourable way (a
partitioning heuristic might help with this), which must all be weighed against
the overhead of storing and searching the groups. Finally, because of the many
ways two sets can overlap, we never got to a fully working encoding for this.

E Sorting networks for general Boolean cardi-
nality constraints

A general Boolean cardinality constraint |X|# c fixes a finite setX of n variables
x1, x2, .., xn to have at most, at least or exactly c ≤ n true elements, where c is
an integer variable and # is the ≤, ≥ or = comparator, respectively. We can use
general Boolean cardinality constraints to create integer cardinality constraints
which we’ll discuss in section 4.2.5.

Sorting and merge networks
A sorting network takes as input n Boolean variables X and produces a (de-
creasingly) ordered output of n Boolean variables S = (s1, s2, . . . , sm). For an
array of Booleans, ordered just means the true literals are on the left. For in-
stance, if the assignment of X contains two true literals and one false, S will be
s1∧s2∧s3 no matter which of the three possible orders (x1∧x2∧x3, x1∧x2∧x3,
x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3) the assignment of X is in.

We have based the construction of the sorting network encoding on [37], in
which no less than four approaches are introduced and combined into a new
mixed approach, which is the main contribution of the work14. In this section,
the definitions and algorithms are paraphrased (refer to the original paper all
the details) to the best of our abilities and insofar relevant, in order to explain
and motivate the changes.

• Merge networks, recursive method A merge network takes as input
two (decreasingly) ordered sets X and X ′ of sizes a and b and returns a
(decreasingly) ordered set S of size n = a+ b. The recursive method con-
structs a merge network recursively through a merge-sort like procedure.

• Sorting networks, recursive method Using merge networks, a sort-
ing network can be build recursively by splitting the input (of size n) at
some position l, recursively sorting each part, and merging the resulting

14The algorithms have been implemented in PBLib [33], but have been re-implemented from
scratch for this project.
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sorted output with a merge network. This produces a sorting network of
size n. We use l = n

2 .

• 2-comparators A 2-comparator can be seen as a tiny merge network
(s1, s2) with a = b = 1, or a tiny sorting network of n = 2. It has two
input variables x1 and x2 and outputs two new variables s1 ⇔ x1∨x2 and
s2 ⇔ x1 ∧ x2, so that s1 ≥ s2. Another way to think about 2-comparator
is that they pass through their inputs, unless the inputs are in the wrong
order (x1 ∧ x2), in which case it performs a swap. In a sense, sorting and
merge networks don’t do any sorting, they just recursively split up their
input until it is small enough (n ≤ 2) to use a 2-comparator in the base
case.

A 2-comparators can be constrained with 6 clauses and 2 variables. Only
the first 3 clauses (on the top row) are required for maximum cardinality,
only the latter 3 for minimum cardinality, and all 6 for exact cardinality.
Let’s call these maximum, minimum and exact 2-comparators:

x1 ⇒ s1 x2 ⇒ s1 x1 ∧ x2 ⇒ s2

x1 ⇒ s2 x2 ⇒ s2 x1 ∧ x2 ⇒ s1
(40)

Cardinality networks, recursive method
In the case that we are interested in the minimum cardinality of c, we will only
care about the first c elements of the output of the merge or sorting network
(and in the case of maximum or exact cardinality the first c+ 1). This can save
a lot of variables and clauses, as often c � n. The paper introduces simplified
merge networks and cardinality (sorting) networks which limit their output to
c instead of n elements. Such networks we can collectively call c-cardinality
sorting/merge networks, of which regular networks are a generalization where
c = n or c = a+ b respectively.

In our implementation, there is no separate cardinality network procedure,
the regular network procedure is extended with a parameter c for its cardinality.
Also, in the paper there are different cases 2 or 3 cases per network construc-
tion function (which separate odd/even input pairs for more convenient proofs,
presumably) which can all be combined into one function.

From this point forward, the paper only considers maximum cardinality, not
minimum or exact cardinality (and simply states that similar constructions for
the other constraints can be devised). Luckily, for the most part this can be fixed
by extending the definition of a 2-comparator to a c-cardinality 2-comparator as
well (wherein c ≤ n ≤ 2). When we put these new c-cardinality 2-comparators in
the correct spots in the algorithm, one can see that for the maximum cardinality
case the algorithm is unaltered (because in a sense the original algorithm hard-
codes the behavior of a maximum 1-cardinality 2-comparator), yet everything
will now also work for minimum (and by extension, for exact cardinality).

• c-cardinality 2-comparators A 2-cardinality 2-comparator is a regu-
lar 2-comparator, but a 1-cardinality 2-comparator will only return one
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output s1 instead of two. So, only the clauses in formula 40 that have s1 as
consequent are needed, which are the first, second and sixth. This comes
on top of the rule that for minimum or maximum comparators, we don’t
require all clauses either: so a minimum 1-cardinality 2-comparator should
only create the first and second clause, and a minimum 1-cardinality 2-
comparator only the sixth.

• c-cardinality sorting networks, recursive method The definition
is as in the paper, but the base case 2-comparator now also receives c.
Specifically, this means that for n = 2, c = 1, the sorting network return
our new 1-cardinality 2-comparator.

• c-cardinality merge networks, recursive method The definition is
as in the paper, but all 2-comparators now also receive c. Specifically, the
base case 2-comparator might become a 1-cardinality if a + b = 2, c = 1,
and if a, b ≤ c, a+ b > c and c is even, the last output variable should be
the output of a 1-cardinality 2-comparator.

The output size of a c-cardinality network or comparator is always the min-
imum of c and of the size of its input(s). A recursive method to calculate the
amount of auxiliary variables and clauses the network will produce is presented
in the paper, but this will be underestimating the amount of clauses since that
number now depends on the comparison type of the cardinality constraint.15

Sorting, merge and cardinality networks, direct method
In addition to the recursive method, there is also a direct method to pro-
duce sorting and merge networks. This method can be extended to produce
c-cardinality sorting/merge networks. The direct method needs fewer auxiliary
variables, but at the cost of needing many more clauses. For small inputs,
the direct method outperforms the recursive method. Again, we need to make
some adjustments to let the c-cardinality version work with minimum and exact
cardinality.

For these adjustments, it’s important to see in general that implications like
x ⇒ s from an input variable x to an output variable s allow us to constrain
the maximum cardinality of the input by posting the unit clause s, while the
implication x⇒ s allows us to constrain its minimum cardinality by posting s.
This is somewhat counter-intuitive, as x⇒ s actually enforces that s adheres to
the minimum cardinality of x, in order that smay limit the maximum cardinality
of x.

• sorting networks, direct method This method iterates through the
powerset P (the set of all subsets) of X. Then, for each subset Zi with

15Unfortunately, I never got around to fixing this calculation (and the one for direct net-
works), which means our current sorting network will be making some sub-optimal choices
later on in the mixed method (although the result will still be correct).
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size16 k = |Zi|, we create an implication that if all variables in Zi are true,
then sk ∈ S must be true also.∧

Zi∈P(X)\{∅}

(∧
Zi → sk

)
(41)

True to its name, this directly encodes that if, say, X has 3 true variables
out of a total of 5, then one of its subsets Zi consists of those 3 true
variables which will imply s3 to be true. Additionally, there must also be
2 smaller Zj ⊂ Zi of sizes 2 and 3 subsets of size 1 which will then imply
s1 and s2 to be true. Thus, S will correspond to the minimum cardinality
of X, which means we can constrain the maximum cardinality c of X by
adding sc+1.

However, we can’t use the same network for minimum cardinality, since
setting (for instance) s3 to true – in the hope of constraining at least 3
true variables – will not change anything about X! Instead, we need to
create implications that if the subset Zi consists of k variables that are all
false, then sn−k+1 is false (the +1 is easy to see by thinking about at most
0, in which case the Zi with k = n being all false must set s1). For exact
cardinality, both the following and the previous constraint are needed:

∧
Zi∈P(X)\{∅}

 ∧
zj∈Zi

zj → sn−k+1

 (42)

• c-cardinality sorting networks, direct method For the maximum
cardinality c of X, we only need a (c + 1)-cardinality sorting network S
of X, as sc+1 will tell us at most c are true. So, we can simply skip any
subsets of size k > c + 1. This also works for the minimum cardinality
constraints c of x, where we can skip subsets of size n− k+ 1 > c. Simply
put, for a c-cardinality network we should only ever add implications with
consequent si’s that we are interested in, which will be i ≤ c.

• merge networks, direct method For a merge network with two or-
dered inputs (X of size a and X ′ of size b), we create n = a+ b auxiliary
variables Y = (y1, y2, . . . , ya+b) which will correspond to the minimum
cardinality of X, so that we can limit the maximum cardinality. Then we
add implications:

{xi ⇒ yi, x
′
j ⇒ yj , xi ∧ x′j ⇒ yi+j : 1 ≤ i ≤ a, i ≤ j ≤ b} (43)

Given that X is ordered, if xi is true, then X has a minimum cardinality
of i, so the merge network Y of X and any other input has a minimum

16The total number of elements in |Zi|, true or false. This is normally also called cardinality,
but this would obviously be ambiguous in our current context where cardinality refers to the
number of true variables.
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cardinality i: so output yi is true. Same for yj . If and xi and x′j are both
true, then we have a minimum cardinality of the sum i+ j, so yi+j is true.
Now, constraining yc+1 will set the maximum cardinality of X to c.

Again, for minimum cardinality (and additionally for exact cardinality),
we need to create implications that make the appropriate elements of the
output false instead of true, in the same vein as the direct sorting networks:

{¬xi ⇒ ¬yb+i,¬x′j ⇒ ¬ya+j ,¬xi ∧ ¬x′j ⇒ ¬yi+j−1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ a, i ≤ j ≤ b}
(44)

Again, if xi is false, then X has a maximum cardinality of i − 1, so the
merge network of X and input X ′ (which could have at most b true vari-
ables) has a maximum cardinality of b + i: so yb+i must be false. Same
for ya+j . If xi and x′j are both false, then we have a maximum cardinality
of i+ j − 1, so yi+j−1 is false. Now, constraining yc will set the minimum
cardinality of X to c.

• c-cardinality merge networks, direct method For this, we can sim-
ply skip adding any · · · ⇒ yk where k > c.

Sorting, merge and cardinality networks, mixed method
Finally, the mixed method calculates at each sort or merge step the amount of
variables V and clauses C either recursive or direct method will produce, and
chooses the method that minimizes some ratio λV +C for a given (λ which we
have set to 5).

F Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)

A BDD is a binary tree that describes a circuit of if-then-else gates. Each node
of the tree has one false and one true child. The leaves of the tree are the
1- or 0-terminals, representing the final output of the circuit. A BDD can be
constructed to encode any PB constraint. The i’th variable of the PB constraint
is represented by the node(s) on depth i. If a path through the tree exists at a
1-terminal, the PB constraint is satisfied if the variables are set to true or false
based on whether the path at the variable’s tree node goes through the true or
false child. See Figure 3 for some examples of PB constraints encoded as BDDs.

Once constructed, a BDD can be easily translated to CNF using the Tseitin
transformation (see section F). The size of the final encoding depends on the size
of the BDD, but there is no guarantee that the size will be linear. In comparison
with sorting networks and binary adders, it has been found that it’s the best
way to encode PB constraints [38]. Also in comparison with Multi-Decision
Diagrams (MDDs), which work well for small and medium sized instances [39],
BDDs seem somewhat more consistent and a solid choice.

We have implemented the interval BDD construction procedure [40], which
creates more compact (and canonical) ROBDDs (Reduced Order BDDs) by
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Figure 3: From left to right, these three BDDs encode the following PB con-
straints: 2x+ 3y + 5z ≤ 7, 2x+ 3y + 5z ≥ 7 and 2x+ 3y + 5z = 7. The dashed
edges are false edges (denoting the edge to the false child), the other are true
edges. The 0- and 1-terminals are (in this case) the Boolean literals false and
true, but they could also be swapped (to negate the constraint) or non-fixed
variables (to reify the PB constraint). We follow a path from the root to a ter-
minal, and make a decision for each variable at each node. For example, in the
first BDD we see that a false assignment of z is sufficient for the constraint to be
satisfied, since even if x and y are true, their sum will be 5 ≤ 7. If z is true, we
have to assign y false, otherwise we’d get 5 + 3 6≤ 7. If y is false, we don’t need
to check x since 2x ≤ 7 holds no matter the assignment of x, which there are
no nodes for x in the left-most BDD. Placing variables with large coefficients at
the top often make small decisions later on irrelevant. This visualization was
automatically generated by the sat library using the DOT graph description
language.

merging BDD nodes that represent equivalent PB constraint. For example,
2x1 + 3x2 + 5x3 ≤ 6 and 2x1 + 3x2 + 5x3 ≤ 5 are equivalent constraints, since
no assignment of x1, x2 and x3 will add up to 6. So the node for this particular
PB constraint can represent multiple values (in fact, an interval) instead of a
single value for its right-hand side: in this case [5, 6].

Any comparison operator # can be rewritten to ≤, for instance:
∑
aixi =

K ⇔
∑
aixi ≤ K ∧

∑
aixi ≥ K, and

∑
aixi ≥ K ⇔

∑
aixi < K ⇔

∑
aixi ≤

K − 1. Thus, the paper only considers the ≤ case for their algorithm.
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We apply the following pre-processing steps on the PB-constraint before the
construction procedure:

• Filter out every fixed variable xi (subtract ai from K if xi is true) and
terms where ai = 0.

• Since the algorithm expects positive coefficients, the sign of each negative
coefficient is flipped by negating its variable. At this point, with only
positive coefficients, if K < 0 the PB constraint is UNSAT. If K = 0 all
variables can be set to false, and no BDD is necessary.

• As noted in the paper [40], ordering the terms by decreasing coefficient
value leads generally to smaller BDDs (as more impactfull decisions are
made higher up in the tree, leading to a narrower tree).

The aforementioned intervals cannot be simply determined by looking at the
whole PB-constraint, but have to be calculated bottom-up (i.e. the interval of a
node can be determined from the intervals of its child nodes), which is what the
BDD interval construction procedure does. Roughly speaking, the procedure
maintains a set of n maps (the levels), one for each term of the PB constraint.
Level k maps intervals to BDD nodes for a particular sub-constraint of only the
last k terms:

∑n
i=k aixi ≤ K ′. The variables xi for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 are assumed

to have been already assigned and their coefficients ai to have been subtracted
from the right-hand side if xi = 1, leaving K ′ ≤ K as the new maximum sum
for the rest. At the last level, we have a single inequality constraint for which
we can determine the interval, which will percolate up to the caller.

Let’s define Mk =
∑n

i=k ai, the sum of the (remaining) left-hand side coef-
ficients at level k. No assignment of x will yield a sum greater than Mk. So,
at any level k, the sub-constraint might be trivially satisfied if the Mk ≤ K ′

(since any assignment of the remaining xi will lead to SAT) or if K ′ < 0 (no
assignment will lead to SAT, since all coefficients are positive). To terminate in
these cases, each level is initialized with two elements, one for SAT holding the
1-terminal 1 and the other for UNSAT with the 0-terminal 0:

Lk =
{(

(−∞,−1], 0
)
,
(

[Mk,∞), 1
)}

These two elements the initial base cases for constructing a BDD for ≤
PB constraints, and any recursive branch of the algorithm will terminate in
these base cases (or in memoized BDD from a level map, for which the same
is true). We have found that by changing the initial base cases, we can encode
other PB constraints besides ≤ (perhaps the authors of [40] were aware of this
possibility, but it’s not discussed in their paper). For instance, > (the inverse
of ≤) can naturally be encoded by swapping out the 0 and 1 terminals. More
interestingly, the BDD for a = PB constraint can be constructed by adding the
following initial base cases for each level k:

Lk =

{(
(−∞,−1], 0

)
,
(

[Mk,Mk], 1↔
n∧

i=k

xi

)
,
(

[Mk + 1,∞), 0
)}
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Now, arriving at level with a K ′ less than 0 is still UNSAT, but if it’s
strictly greater than Mk the sub-constraint is also UNSAT (even if all variables
are assigned true, the left-hand side will fall short of the right-hand side). If
left- and right-hand side are exactly equal (Mk = K ′), we assign all remaining
variables to be true17. The advantage of directly constructing an equality BDD
in this way is that we don’t need two inequality BDDs. However, less nodes
will be merged than in those two as the inner BDD nodes on each level only
cover intervals of size 1. In Figure 3, the third BDD has been created with this
method, which yields a BDD that is about the same size as either inequality
BDD. More study is needed to see what is the best in general (or whether we
can predict which approach will be better).

The 0 and 1 terminals are Boolean literals, which means we can assign either
false or true to swap them, or assign reification variables r or r if we need a
reified PB constraint (as we will for int lin le reif and int lin eq reif).

The most suitable data-structure for the level maps is an interval tree, so
that nodes can be stored with an interval key [β, γ], and retrieved with any
point value k that falls within the interval of the key of X. Such a tree is not
included in the C++ std library, but since std::map checks for equivalence
of two keys objects a and b using !(a < b) && !(b < a), we can make a
very minimal implementation of an interval tree by overloading the <-operator
for two BDD interval structs:

bool operator<(const BDDInterval &lhs ,
const BDDInterval &rhs ) { return l h s . u < rhs . l ; } ;

If a map constrains an entry X with interval key [β, γ], and we do a look-up
for point value k for which β ≤ k ≤ γ expressed as interval [k, k], then the
equivalence check will pass and return X since:

¬([k, k] < [β, γ]) ∧ ¬([β, γ] < [k, k])⇔ ¬(k < β) ∧ ¬(γ < k)⇔ β ≤ k ≤ γ

The BDD is output by the construction as a new bdd global, which takes as
input the BDD expressed as an array of variables, an array of true child edges
and another of false child edges, and its terminal nodes. This can be constructed
using breadth-first search from the levels structure, which is implemented for
the following new bdd global.

bdd(array[int] of var bool: X, array[int] of int: F, array[int]
of int: T, var bool: z, var bool: o) This BDD global denotes
the n nodes of a BDD: each Xi is the Boolean variables of node i (which will
have come from the original PB constraint the BDD is encoding, but there will
be duplicates), F and T are the false and true edge sets the tree (e.g., L2 = 3
means that the false child of node 2 is node 3), and z and o are the 0 and

17Actually, it seems this last base case can be omitted, which is probably more efficient.
We didn’t have time to adequately test this yet so the final implementation includes all three
base cases.
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1-terminal, respectively. Because there is no edge to the root of a tree, we can
use 0 and 1 to refer to the 0- and 1-terminal, as we don’t have to use 1 to refer
to node 1, so L[3] = 1 unambiguously means that the true child of node 3 is the
1-terminal, not the root.

The BDD can be encoded into CNF with the so-called Tseitin transfor-
mation, which creates an array of auxiliary Boolean variables V where each
Vi encodes the truth value of the BDD rooted at node i, and 6 clauses per
node [40]. It is also possible to reduce this number to 3 clauses per node at the
cost of propagation strength, or use a so-called path-based encoding instead of
Tseitin [41]. The Tseitin transformation X decide o and z, but if o = z = r in
the fully reified PB constraint CPB(X) ⇔ r, we must still add the implication
r ⇒ CPB(X). This we can do by adapting the path-based encoding only for
the terminals: if terminal o (or z) is true, then at least one of that terminal’s
parents p must be in the path (which means Vp), and the parent’s variable Xp

must be true if the terminal is its true child, or false if it is its false child:

z ⇒
 ∨

f∈F,f=0

Vf ∧Xf

 ∨
 ∨

t∈T,t=0

Vt ∧Xt

∧
o⇒

 ∨
f∈F,f=1

Vf ∧Xf

 ∨
 ∨

t∈T,t=1

Vt ∧Xt

 (45)

These four disjunction select the false parents of z (the nodes with z as their
false child), the true parents of z, the false parent of o and finally the true
parents of o, respectively.

G FlatZinc built-ins: arithmetical (plus, times,
div) integer constraints

G.1 Dual encodings

For two integer variables, the dual encoding function f introduces (on top of
their direct encoding) another encoding for every conjunction of two encoding
variables: f(x = v ∧ y = w) = f(x = v) ∧ f(y = w). It does this by creating
a matrix B of fresh Boolean variables with dimensions, corresponding to the
bounds of x and y: Du(x) − Dl(x) + 1 × Du(y) − Dl(y) + 1. Then, Bv,w ⇔
f(x = v)∧f(y = w) (in some sense, B acts as a reification matrix). Such a dual
encoding is possible for any encoding (or any two arrays of Boolean variables),
and also for other Boolean connectives, but we only use with the direct encoding
with conjunction.
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int plus(var int: a, var int: b, var int: c)18 Constrains a+
b = c for integer variables. With the direct encoding at least one fixed variable,
we have the benefit that simple algebra can be applied as normal. For exam-
ple, in the constraint a+ 2 = b with D(a) = {1, 2, 3} and D(b) = {3, 4} we get
f(a = 1+2)⇔ f(b = 3)∧f(a = 2+2)⇔ f(b = 4)∧f(a = 3+2)⇔ f(b = 5)⇔ 0.
For the first two bi-conditionals, unification shares the encoding variables of a
and b, and the last one f(a = 3+2) becomes fixed. The effect of this unification
is that the encoding of b is replaced by the encoding of a with its index set shifted
by 2 and with encoding variables of a that once shifted don’t coincide with the
domain of b pruned (f(a = 3) in this case). This means the constraint requires
no clauses, and only 2 variables (instead of 5). In general, addition (and subtrac-
tion) of fixed values is resolved during compilation in O(|D(a)|+ |D(b)|+ |D(c)|)
time (with one of three terms being 1).

Thus, if at least one of the three variables is fixed, we can resolve the con-
straint during compilation. If all variables are non-fixed, we have to build a
one-way implication between the encoding variables (although two-way would
be possible as well and might aid propagation):


∧

di∈D(a)∩D(c) f(a = di)⇔ f(c = di + b) if b is fixed (similar for a)∧
di∈D(a)∩D(b) f(a = di)⇔ f(b = c− di) if c is fixed∧
di∈D(a)

∧
dj∈D(b) f(a = di) ∧ f(b = dj)⇒ f(c = di + dj) if non are fixed

(46)
Additionally, we added a functional equivalent of the int plus constraint

with fixed integer a and integer variable b: it then creates integer variable
c, constrains a + b = c, and returns c. Again, if either a or b is fixed, no
extra variables end up being added to the model, as the direct encoding of c
yields the direct encoding of a with its index set shifted by b. Accordingly,
D(c) = {a+ di : di ∈ D(b)}.

int times(var int: a, var int: b, var int: c) Constrains ab =
c for integer variables. Again, if at least one variable is fixed, simple algebra
can take care of this constraint:


∧

di∈D(a)∩D(b) f(a = di)⇔ f(c = dib) if b is fixed∧
di∈D(a)

∧
dj∈D(b)

{
f(a = di)⇔ f(b = dj) if didj = c

f(a 6= di) ∨ f(b 6= dj) otherwise
if c is fixed

(47)

18The following arithmetical FlatZinc built-ins (int plus, int times, int pow, int div)
are implemented for most encodings, but are not evaluated in the experiments because of two
reasons. First, in the plus case, the compiler uses int lin eq constraints instead (which uses
PBLib). For some cases (as explained in this section), it would be beneficial to use int plus,
but we don’t have full confidence in the implementation for the order and binary encoding yet,
so we stick to int lin eq in this version. Secondly, the other three arithmetical constraints
are not used in the set of models in the evaluation. So, while all following constraints are unit
tested, and would work for user models that use them, they don’t contribute to the results in
section 5.
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In general, multiplication of fixed values is resolved during compilation in
O(|D(a)||D(b)||D(c)|) time (with one of the three terms being 1).

Like for the int plus constraints, we added a functional equivalent of
int times with fixed integer a and one integer variable b, which will create
integer variable c, constrain ab = c, and return c. Thus, the direct encoding
of c yields the direct encoding of a with its index set scaled by b. Accordingly,
D(c) = {adi : di ∈ D(b)}. Between each subsequent di, gaps will appear in D(c)
of size a− 1, which will slow down flattening because for every direct encoding
f(c = v) we need to check whether v ∈ D(c). So, another approach is to use an
interval domain D(c) = [Dl(ab)..Du(ab)], but this will increase the amount of
variables.

If all variables are non-fixed, we mix the approach from the linear li-
brary [11], the array int element, and the dual encoding introduced in sec-
tion G.1:


(f(a = 0) ∨ f(b = 0)⇔ f(c = 0)) ∧ (f(a = i) ∨ f(b = j)⇔ f(c = ij)) case 1

f(c = (f(b = dib) : di ∈ D(a))a) if |D(c)| > 20∧
di∈D(a)∧dj∈D(b) f(a = di, b = dj)⇔ f(c = didj) otherwise

(48)
Where case 1 is if D(a) = {0, i} ∧D(b) = {0, j}

int div This implementation was adapted from the linear library [11].

H Constraining Boolean cardinality constraints
for a non-fixed count c

Referring back to the Boolean cardinality constraint
∑
Y = c in section 4.2.5,

we present an alternate approach by constructing a sorting network in the case
that c is non-fixed.

Let c′ = min{|Y |, Du(c)} if minimum, or c′ = . . . + 1 if maximum or exact
cardinality: we don’t have to count more variables than the upper bound of c
allows, and it is impossible to have a sorting network larger than the amount of
variables in Y . Then, we construct a c′-cardinality network S = (s1, s2, . . . , sc′)
of Y . Since S is decreasing and

∑
S =

∑
Y , S is equivalent to the order

encoding for
∑
Y :

∧
di∈D(c)

f(c ≥ di)⇔ sdi

{
sdi

if di ≤ c′

0 otherwise
(49)

I The --dimacs-idn-mode flag

The DIMACS-IDN mode interface flag tries to match the IDN numbers of FlatZ-
inc variables (42 for variable X INTRODUCED 42) with the DIMACS ID’s (42)
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of the solver input model for improved debugability and theoretically better
performance. By having this direct link, the two-way map between FlatZinc,
in-memory model and DIMACS file doesn’t have to be implemented with a map,
as the DIMACS ID’s can now be directly inferred from the IDN and back. This
mode worked for some models, but was never fully finished.

The challenges for this mode were that firstly, IDN’s start at 0, while DI-
MACS IDS start at 1, so the match would always be off-by-one. Next, IDN’s
are non-continuous, so the set variable amount in the p-line would be higher
than necessary, which leads to free, unrestricted variables for the SAT-solver. A
DIMACS model using two variables with IDs 1 and 42 would have 42 variables.
It depends on the solver whether the free variables 2-41 impact performance.
Lastly, variables that left over from the original model retain their original ID,
and don’t have an IDN number. These would have to be still mapped to a
number with a map data-structure.

J Evaluation of different mzn-sat default en-
codings and backend Max-SAT solvers

To select the best solver and see if there is any connection between solvers
and encodings, we will test each default encoding setting with the three dif-
ferent Max-SAT solvers we selected based on the result from the Max-SAT
2019 competition. First, rc2 [42] is a core-guided Max-SAT solver which won
the weighted and unweighted categories of the main track in the Max-SAT 2019
competition. This is a complete solver, which means it only tries to find optimal
solutions. Second, tt-open-wbo-inc which won first place for the weighed
categories on the incomplete track, and loandra, which took first place for
unweighted and second place for weighted in the incomplete track.

The experiments were run with a 20 minute timeout on a single-core Intel
Xeon 8260 CPU (non-hyperthreaded) with 4 GB of RAM made available, on a
compute server courtesy of Monash University.
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Looking at the result between the solvers in Table 7, the most pronounced
difference is between the complete solver rc2 and the other incomplete solvers.
As expected, sat is not reached for the complete solver, but the count of opt is
also significantly lower: especially for direct, and somewhat for order encoding.
Perhaps rc2 does not scale well for problems with a large number of variables.
However, it should still be retried in the future for compact encodings like binary.

From this table, we determine that tt-open-wbo-inc is a good choice for
our comparison with the control solvers. While it has one less opt status, it
also has one less err, so we will go with consistency. It does not seem that any
particular solver benefits from a specific encoding more than any other solver,
but this is hard to tell.

K Per model results

Table 8: Per-model, aggregate results from four test (mzn-sat
with different default encoding configurations) and four control
solvers solving the MiniZinc Challenge 2019, which counts 20 mod-
els, each with five instances. The first column shows model name,
the second the configuration tested. The next four columns show
the breakdown of statuses output for the instances: the opt status
indicates that optimality was proven on the best found solution,
sat that the instance was feasible but without optimality proven,
uns that instance is unsatisfiable, unk for timeout reached before a
feasible solution was found and err that there was an error of some
kind. Then, the inc column shows how many of the opt, sat and
uns statuses were incorrect, and the fail column the amount of
instances where the solver failed to find a correct solution (which
is the sum of the previous three columns).

configuration problem opt sat uns unk err inc fail
mzn-sat-mixed accap 0 1 0 0 4 0 4
mzn-sat-direct accap 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order accap 0 1 0 0 4 0 4
mzn-sat-binary accap 2 1 0 0 2 0 2
gecode accap 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi accap 1 2 0 2 0 0 2
chuffed accap 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat accap 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed amaze 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-direct amaze 0 4 0 1 0 0 1
mzn-sat-order amaze 0 4 0 0 1 0 1
mzn-sat-binary amaze 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
gecode amaze 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi amaze 0 4 0 1 0 0 1
chuffed amaze 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
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picat-sat amaze 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed code-generator 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct code-generator 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order code-generator 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary code-generator 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode code-generator 0 3 0 2 0 0 2
gurobi code-generator 0 0 2 0 3 2 5
chuffed code-generator 2 1 0 2 0 0 2
picat-sat code-generator 0 0 0 5 0 0 5
mzn-sat-mixed fox-geese-corn 1 2 0 2 0 0 2
mzn-sat-direct fox-geese-corn 2 1 0 2 0 0 2
mzn-sat-order fox-geese-corn 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary fox-geese-corn 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
gecode fox-geese-corn 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi fox-geese-corn 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed fox-geese-corn 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat fox-geese-corn 4 0 0 1 0 0 1
mzn-sat-mixed groupsplitter 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct groupsplitter 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order groupsplitter 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary groupsplitter 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode groupsplitter 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi groupsplitter 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
chuffed groupsplitter 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat groupsplitter 0 0 0 4 1 0 5
mzn-sat-mixed hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-direct hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-order hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
gecode hrc 1 1 0 3 0 0 3
gurobi hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat hrc 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed kidney-exchange 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-direct kidney-exchange 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-order kidney-exchange 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary kidney-exchange 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
gecode kidney-exchange 4 0 0 1 0 0 1
gurobi kidney-exchange 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed kidney-exchange 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat kidney-exchange 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed liner-sf-repositioning 0 0 0 2 3 0 5
mzn-sat-direct liner-sf-repositioning 0 0 0 2 3 0 5
mzn-sat-order liner-sf-repositioning 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary liner-sf-repositioning 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode liner-sf-repositioning 3 1 0 1 0 0 1
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gurobi liner-sf-repositioning 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed liner-sf-repositioning 3 1 0 1 0 0 1
picat-sat liner-sf-repositioning 0 0 0 2 3 0 5
mzn-sat-mixed lot-sizing 0 1 0 2 2 0 4
mzn-sat-direct lot-sizing 0 1 0 2 2 0 4
mzn-sat-order lot-sizing 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary lot-sizing 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
gecode lot-sizing 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi lot-sizing 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed lot-sizing 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat lot-sizing 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed median-string 0 3 0 1 1 0 2
mzn-sat-direct median-string 0 3 0 1 1 0 2
mzn-sat-order median-string 2 2 0 0 1 0 1
mzn-sat-binary median-string 2 2 0 1 0 0 1
gecode median-string 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi median-string 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed median-string 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat median-string 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed multi-knapsack 0 0 0 3 2 0 5
mzn-sat-direct multi-knapsack 0 0 0 3 2 0 5
mzn-sat-order multi-knapsack 1 0 0 2 2 0 4
mzn-sat-binary multi-knapsack 1 0 0 4 0 0 4
gecode multi-knapsack 2 1 0 2 0 0 2
gurobi multi-knapsack 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed multi-knapsack 3 0 0 2 0 0 2
picat-sat multi-knapsack 1 1 0 3 0 0 3
mzn-sat-mixed nside 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct nside 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order nside 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary nside 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode nside 0 4 0 0 1 0 1
gurobi nside 0 0 3 1 1 3 5
chuffed nside 3 1 0 0 1 0 1
picat-sat nside 0 0 0 3 2 0 5
mzn-sat-mixed ptv 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct ptv 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order ptv 0 0 0 4 1 0 5
mzn-sat-binary ptv 2 1 0 1 1 0 2
gecode ptv 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi ptv 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed ptv 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat ptv 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
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mzn-sat-binary rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 1 0 3 1 0 4
gurobi rcpsp-wet-diverse 1 1 0 2 1 0 3
chuffed rcpsp-wet-diverse 2 2 0 0 1 0 1
picat-sat rcpsp-wet-diverse 0 2 0 2 1 0 3
mzn-sat-mixed rotating-workforce 0 0 0 2 3 0 5
mzn-sat-direct rotating-workforce 0 0 0 2 3 0 5
mzn-sat-order rotating-workforce 0 0 0 3 2 0 5
mzn-sat-binary rotating-workforce 0 2 0 3 0 0 3
gecode rotating-workforce 0 1 0 4 0 0 4
gurobi rotating-workforce 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
chuffed rotating-workforce 0 3 1 1 0 0 1
picat-sat rotating-workforce 0 2 2 1 0 0 1
mzn-sat-mixed stack-cuttingstock 1 1 0 0 3 0 3
mzn-sat-direct stack-cuttingstock 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order stack-cuttingstock 1 1 0 0 3 0 3
mzn-sat-binary stack-cuttingstock 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
gecode stack-cuttingstock 1 2 0 2 0 0 2
gurobi stack-cuttingstock 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed stack-cuttingstock 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat stack-cuttingstock 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed steelmillslab 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-direct steelmillslab 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order steelmillslab 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary steelmillslab 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
gecode steelmillslab 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi steelmillslab 3 1 0 1 0 0 1
chuffed steelmillslab 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat steelmillslab 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed stochastic-vrp 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-direct stochastic-vrp 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-order stochastic-vrp 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary stochastic-vrp 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
gecode stochastic-vrp 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi stochastic-vrp 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed stochastic-vrp 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat stochastic-vrp 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-mixed triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-direct triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-order triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
mzn-sat-binary triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
gecode triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
gurobi triangular 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed triangular 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat triangular 1 0 0 4 0 0 4
mzn-sat-mixed zephyrus 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
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mzn-sat-direct zephyrus 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-order zephyrus 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
mzn-sat-binary zephyrus 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
gecode zephyrus 3 0 0 2 0 0 2
gurobi zephyrus 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
chuffed zephyrus 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
picat-sat zephyrus 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
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